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The Inner Voice - Conditions and Prerequisites

BD 8739 received 29.01.1964

‘In the beginning was the Word ....’

Time and again I want to emphasise the fact that I Am the Word of eternity .... I
Am the Word .... Yet in the beginning the Word was with God .... How can you
understand this? I Myself Am the be-all and end-all, everything that exists is
emanated strength to which I gave life .... I created similarly-natured beings for
Myself whose fundamental substance was the same as I Myself: divine strength
of love .... And I was in contact with these beings from the very beginning
through ‘the Word’ .... Thus the Word was ‘in the beginning’ .... when the
beings were brought into life by Me .... Prior to this nothing existed which was
able to hear My Word, although I always and forever carried the Word within
Myself, for I Am a self-aware, thinking Being Which put Its will into practise
and thus was able to create whatever came to Its mind as an idea or thought
.... Although the beings which emerged from My strength were externalised
by Me as independent I nevertheless remained in constant contact with them
through ‘My Word’ .... I spoke to them, they understood Me and therefore they
were immeasurably happy .... I Myself was the Word, for although they were
unable to behold Me My Word nevertheless proved to them My existence, they
knew that they came forth from the Being Which had created them and Which
loved them tremendously. This Word of Mine was the real life in them; it was
the incessant flow of strength which granted them supreme realisation, since
through My Word everything became understandable to them, they grasped
all correlations, they knew that they had emerged from the elementary Power
and were in constant contact with this elementary Power, for It communicated
with them in infinite love through the Word and they heard It .... I was the
Word Itself, but It only manifested Itself when I brought these beings into
life .... And thus there was a beginning for these beings, whereas I Myself Am
forever .... However, there will be no end for My created beings .... They will
continue to exist for all eternity, and their greatest beatitude will always consist
of experiencing Me Myself through My Word, of being addressed by Me and
be able to enter into a blissful dialogue. Yet a large proportion of the created
beings forfeited the grace and beatitude of hearing My Word, they declined the
flow of My strength of love and became incapable of hearing Me by distancing
themselves from Me and preventing all communication through the Word, they
closed themselves and became lifeless beings since they had no more contact
with Me whatsoever .... They also deprived themselves of all happiness which
only My formulated illumination of love .... My Word .... gave to them.

The heartfelt bond with Me also irrevocably resulted in the sounding of My
Word, the withdrawal from Me, however, must also always be the same as the
silence of My expression of love, of My Word .... Nevertheless, the entity will
never cease to exist, but it will only be happy if it is able to hear My Word, in
other words: I Myself Am the Word, and only My presence endows the being
with beatitude, and My presence will always demonstrate itself if the being
can hear Me .... And what I say to the being will make it incredibly happy,
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for it bestows on it brightest illumination, the realisation of its origin and the
understanding of My nature, My reign and activity throughout the whole of
infinity .... Such knowledge gives pleasure to the being, especially if it had
previously been in an ignorant state for a long time, if it was separated from
Me for a prolonged time and had abandoned every connection with Me as an
isolated being and was therefore also wretched. As soon as it can hear My Word
again, as it was from the start, it will also be able to be called blessed again,
for to hear My Word is also the evidence of My presence, and My presence
demonstrates that the being is approaching its original state again, as it was
in the beginning .... that it has become the divine living creation again which
emerged from Me in all perfection, which was called into life by My greater
than great love in order to make it forever happy. The intimate bond with Me is
only verified through the hearing of My Word, for wherever the Word can be
heard that is where I Myself Am, Who is the ‘Word’ of eternity .... And I want to
transfer all My thinking, intentions and activity onto My living creations, and
this only ever takes place through the Word, through contact between the being
and Me, which makes the sounding of My Word possible. And this Word is,
again, a thought from Me expressed in a form .... I want My living creations to
partake in all My thinking, intentions and activity, therefore My Word flows to
them, and the beatitude of the beings rests in the fact that they may completely
subordinate themselves to My will, that they have the same thoughts and will
within themselves and that they are nevertheless totally free and independent
beings, which are not subject to My compulsion and yet do not think and want
differently, because they have reached a degree of perfection again which was
theirs in the very beginning .... Only the most heartfelt bond with Me will also
enable them to hear My Word, yet this will also guarantee the being beatitude
and eternal life ....

Amen

God is the Word

BD 3596 received 06.11.1945

God is the Word ....
God’s presence ....
Different conveyance of the Word ....

And thus I Am in the midst of you in the Word as I have promised. I won’t leave
you on your own and you shall also feel My presence, and so I draw near to
you in the Word, for I Myself Am the Word and anyone who has My Word can
also speak of My presence and feel protected near to Me. I Myself Am a Spirit
Which is not bound to any material form but is strength and light to the highest
degree and Which, due to Its will and Its thinking ability, has to be addressed as
a Being, Which takes effect with love and wisdom and therefore emanates love
and wisdom into eternity. And My love expresses the strength and the light in a
form which you humans can become aware of, as you are not yet mature enough
in order to receive strength and light in its fundamental substance .... And this
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expression is My Word, which I convey to you so that you shall gain maturity
.... A Spirit which is light and strength in itself can in fact only be present in the
form of light and strength, and thus My Word, the emanation of Myself, has to
incorporate light and strength within itself, and this characterises My closeness.
And therefore I gave you the promise that I will stay with you until the end of
the world .... by the fact that My spirit is always with you who want to receive
light and strength .... by the fact that My directly emanated Word is constantly
conveyed to you in order to make My presence known to you. I Am with you ....
and even if I don’t visibly dwell among you, you nevertheless have the evidence
of My presence in your hands if you recognise Me in the Word. For I Myself Am
the Word .... and you will constantly receive it as soon as you desire Me and My
being close to you.

Thus anyone who recognises Me in the Word will also be profoundly happy that
I Am close to him, and all doubt, all fear and all worry will leave him because
he knows that the One is beside him Who will helpfully support him in every
adversity of body and soul. Consequently, My will grants strength and grace, for
anyone desiring My Word will open the door to his heart through which I can
enter in order to take abode in it. And I will never ever leave him again once his
will applies to Me and he has recognised Me in the Word.

For the Word is the medium through which I express Myself, through which the
most perfect Spirit of eternity reveals Himself to the imperfect beings in order
to lead them to perfection .... I Am close to you .... So why do you who have
My Word, who receive it directly or through the mouth of the recipient, still
hesitate and worry .... I Am with all of you, because your desire for My Word
demonstrates your love for Me .... And remember that only the flow of My Word
to you gives you the certain proof that I Myself Am with you. Anyone who does
not desire to hear Me does not desire My presence, his heart does not strive
towards Me, for it would long for the expression of My love, for proof of My
presence. Admittedly, the desire for My Word can certainly vary .... the human
being can want to be comforted and strengthened through spiritual consolation,
he can want to enrich his knowledge of spiritual spheres, he can also think of
Me with gratitude and therefore want to express it by desiring My presence, he
can want to remain with Me in intimate dialogue and accept My Word in his
thoughts .... yet he must always be spiritually minded, then I will also let Myself
be found and his call will draw Me to himself, and I will reveal Myself through
My Word, since otherwise the human being would be unable to endure My
presence. And likewise My Word will be conveyed to him in different ways ....
through the direct working of the spirit within him so that he will be able to hear
My Word himself .... through receiving it from a direct recipient who proclaims
My Word on My instructions, or by way of mental transmission of knowledge
from the spiritual kingdom .... through reading the Word I convey to earth ....
through spiritual conversations with fellow human beings .... I will always look
after a heart which desires Me, I will always be with those who want to hear Me,
for I Myself Am the Word, and thus I Myself dwell amongst people if they listen
to My Word with the sincere will to let Me speak to them. Then I will offer them
the bread of heaven, My flesh and My blood .... And if they thus eat and drink
Me Myself they have to be most intimately united with Me .... if they accept My
Word in profound faith that I Am the Word Itself they will accept Me in their
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hearts and I will constantly please them with My presence .... For I gave you the
promise that I will stay with you until the end of the world, and every Word of
My promise will come true, because My Word is and will remain the truth for
all eternity ....

Amen

BD 6573 received 15.06.1956

God reveals Himself in the Word ....

In My love and mercy I draw near to you in My Word so that you will learn to
recognise and love Me. The connection between Me and you can only be proven
to you if you listen to My speech which is intended to convince you of a Being
Which you indeed are unable to behold but Which nevertheless can be present
to you if you yourselves allow It to be present. If I Myself address you, you will
no longer be able to deny Me .... But if you don’t want to hear My Words then
it will not be proof of Me either even if you hear them anyway. Yet first of all I
consider those who listen to Me voluntarily and who let My Words penetrate
their hearts .... Hence I want to draw close to them in order to win their love,
and therefore I must also inform them of My nature, My will and My love .... I
must reveal Myself to them, for this revelation can also kindle the love in them,
which is the purpose and goal of conveying My Word to earth when I Myself
speak through the mouth of a person. Every person who considers that such
communication is possible, who opens his ears and heart when he hears My
Word, can already be counted among My Own, for by listening to Me he proves
that he has relinquished his opposition to Me. In My Word I Myself come to
people on this earth, I instruct them, I admonish and warn them, I explain to
them the consequences of their way of life and I bring them the good news of the
salvation from sin and death .... This, however, can only be conveyed to you by
the One Who is the eternal Word Himself, Whose knowledge, light and truth
is supreme and Who alone can also enlighten you about His nature. The ‘Word
of God’ is the greatest gift of love, for it must have come forth from Me directly,
it must give evidence of Me Myself .... And once I have addressed you, you will
no longer be able to deny Me .... And yet, innumerable people walk past the
most delectable offer they will receive in earthly life because they don’t want to
be addressed by a God.

I cannot reveal Myself to someone who does not recognise anything above
himself, who does not want to know anything about Me, who rejects all knowl-
edge because his nature rebels against the thought of having to be subject to
a Power Which has created him. He is still so filled by the satanic spirit that
it is impossible to reveal Myself to him .... He will never believe that a ‘God’
will manifest Himself to people .... And yet the Word sounds from above and
enters the human hearts which open themselves .... For only through My Word
can I influence those who shall take their test of free will .... My Word does
not compel, it does, however, impart great strength to a willing person, My
Word can turn the will in the right direction without compulsion, and My Word
can kindle love for Me .... because it is My direct emanation of love. Since I
Myself Am therefore the Word of eternity I can also descend to people, talk to
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them and time and again try to turn their thoughts to Me .... I can constantly
nourish those who have recognised Me, who love Me, with My Word, which
is the right food for the soul with the most obvious effect of strength .... And
thus I will talk to people time and again for as long as the earth exists, and over
and over they will hear the same Word .... time after time the Gospel will be
proclaimed to them which I preached to people when I lived on earth. People
will repeatedly be offered this Gospel in its purest form, so that My Word will
come to pass: Heaven and earth shall pass away: but my Words shall not pass
away .... For I Myself will never ever change, the truth will always and forever
remain unchanged, and My Word is the outpouring of Myself and therefore
always and forever has to be the same. And in order to remain pure it must
come forth from Me Myself, and that also necessitates that I continue to speak
to people on earth directly, that I Myself must come to people in the Word and
bring to them what they need in order to find their path back to Me .... I must
reveal Myself in order to be recognised and loved by My living creations ....

Amen

BD 8522 received 08.07.1963

God’s Word will be heard eternally ....

I have promised to stay with you until the end of the world .... And My Word will
be heard by you, My living creation, as a sign of My presence .... The connection
between your God and Creator of eternity and you, His beings having emerged
from Him, will remain forever .... My love for you will eternally express Itself by
speaking to you, because since the beginning It found greatest pleasure in being
able to be in touch with Its living creations through the Word, and because the
happiness of all beings will also eternally consist of constantly receiving My
strength of love, and this transmission of strength is expressing Itself through
My directly imparted Word. I reveal Myself through the Word .... I transfer My
thoughts onto you and find My happiness by stimulating you to respond in
kind, so that the dialogue between Father and child can take place, which in
itself provides supreme beatitude ....

The more perfect the being is, the more clearly it can hear My voice within
its heart .... which has to be spiritually understood insofar as that the being is
moving within brightest realisation, within the same will and the same thoughts
as Mine, with Whom it is intimately united due to its perfection. Yet even a
being with a lesser degree of maturity can still hear Me if, in awareness of itself,
it establishes contact with Me .... Nevertheless, the degree of happiness will be
higher or lower respectively, for once it is united with Me again .... the being
will have come alive .... the state of death will have been overcome, which alone
excludes the hearing of My Word .... But only very few people know that their
God and Creator would like to speak to them and that they could indeed hear
Him if they lived a way of life in accordance with His will. Only few people
experience the happiness of a direct communication and enter into a heartfelt
relationship with Him .... And if fellow human beings are given the knowledge
of it they find it incredible and only laugh at those who tell them so ....
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Yet ‘Heaven and earth shall pass away: but My Word shall not pass away ....’
And this promise of Mine, too, is usually interpreted differently in as much as
you believe that the ‘written Word’ will be preserved unchanged .... Yet even
for this it is necessary that My Word be repeatedly conveyed to earth because
human will does not retain anything unaltered and the purity of the once spoken
Word will not remain guaranteed .... But this promise of Mine has an even more
profound significance still .... ‘My Word shall not pass away ....’ My Word will
always and forever be heard by the spiritually tangible beings, My Word will
always and forever give evidence of the bond of all created beings with Me, My
living creations may always and forever be able to hear Me, for their happiness
rests in the fact that they will be spoken to by Me directly, that they will always
know of My will and harbour the same will within themselves, that they may
associate with their God and Creator like children with their Father .... that
profound realisation, supreme wisdom and truthful knowledge will permeate
them and make them infinitely happy ....

And all this is only the result of the dialogue with Me through the Word .... If
My Word could not be heard within all spiritual beings there could not be true
life either, for only My Word is the life, the strength and also the happiness, or I
would forever be a distant, inaccessible God for My living creations, with Whom
there would be no reason to make contact and no effect could be recognised
either .... ‘I will be with you until the end ....’ You will not be without Me and
My presence anymore .... unless you still belong to My adversary into whose
domain I will not intrude, instead you have to turn to Me voluntarily. But as
soon as you have separated yourselves from him and seriously strive towards
Me, My Word will also be heard within you, albeit very quietly at first as the
voice of conscience .... yet you will be able to hear it increasingly more distinctly
if only you hand yourselves over to Me so that you are inwardly urged to speak
to Me in thought .... Then you will also receive an answer, only that you will
not recognise it as such at first but regard it as your own thoughts .... However,
the more you withdraw from the world and look for Me, the louder My voice
will sound in you, and the belief in My speaking to you can also enable you to
consciously expect it ....

And you will hear Me .... It entirely depends on your soul’s degree of maturity,
it entirely depends on your degree of love, how you will hear Me and My Word
.... And since you, as belonging to Me, are constantly ascending, My Word will
not exclude you either .... I will be and remain with you and always and forever
speak to you .... and you will become increasingly happier as a result of the
constant dialogue with Me through My Word ....

Amen
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The outpouring of the spirit

BD 5922 received 05.04.1954

The Word from above ....
Outpouring of the spirit ....

You are receiving My Word from above, and this is the obvious proof of My
spirit’s activity within you .... It is not something supernatural but a completely
natural process which only requires your full devotion to Me so that I will be
able to pour My spirit into an opened receptacle which has shaped itself suitably
through a life of love. The outpouring of My spirit is an entirely natural process
.... Yet whether you humans live a life of love as a matter of course and therefore
meet the requirements first is often far more questionable, for you are still too
far removed from your original nature to practise love as if it were the most
natural thing in the world. For this reason the outpouring of My spirit has
become an incomprehensible concept for you .... Yet you are surprised once
you get to know the effect of a rightful life of love .... I Am and forever remain
that which I was from the beginning .... your Father, Who wants to speak to
you, Who wants to reveal all His thoughts to you and remain in contact with
you; My love will truly not hold back but impart to you everything you need in
order to become blessed .... Consequently I will have to speak to you and thus
transmit My Word. But although I speak to all of you, only a few are able to
hear My speech. My spirit can only take effect in those who submit themselves
to Me without resistance, because the least opposition renders the working of
My spirit ineffective. Hence it is not up to Me but purely up to yourselves
as to whether My spirit will overshadow you, as to whether you will receive
inconceivable gifts .... as to whether you receive the evidence of My presence
and My working within you.
First you must shape yourselves such that My spirit is able to flow into you; you
yourselves must have the will to be endowed by Me with blessings and strength
and light .... You must believe that I Am so close to you that My strength will
work through you .... And you must live a life of love .... For only love unites
you with Me, only love achieves the unification with Me which will result in
My spirit’s working within you without fail .... It is not a supernatural state
but the original state you were in before your apostasy from Me. Try to attain
this again and, like gods, you will be able to accomplish things which you can
only accomplish in union with Me due to having shaped yourselves into My
image .... Become as perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect .... For it is your
goal that you should deify yourselves, which only a life of love can accomplish
.... But then you will also be full of strength, because love is strength, it is My
fundamental substance and must enable you to achieve anything if you make
use of this strength of Mine. I Myself will truly not impose any restrictions. Yet
you limit yourselves as soon as your love and faith are too weak .... But this is
why I address you Myself, because I want to help you attain strong faith .... and
because I also show you the ways and means which let you reach the goal .... so
that My spirit will work within you, as I have promised you ....

Amen
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BD 7501 received 17.01.1960

‘I will pour out My spirit upon all flesh ....’

If you are being addressed by Me, My spirit will descend upon you, My eternal
Father-Spirit will make contact with the spiritual spark in you, which remains
inseparably as one with Me and is merely an emanated spark which shall return
to Me, which shall repeatedly unite itself with the Father-Spirit again. If you
are being addressed by Me you will be imbued by the fire of My love, the
spiritual spark in you will ignite and spring into action .... It comes alive in you
according to its fundamental element. And then a spiritual exchange can take
place, that is, spiritual insights can be conveyed to the person, for My spirit is
all-knowing, there is nothing it does not know, nothing is unclear to it, it is as
knowledgeable as I am and also emanates its knowledge as I do .... It is My spirit
which is speaking to you, it is not a second part of Me, it is I Myself Who speaks
Words of love and wisdom to you. For you are My once emanated strength of
love, you are spirit of My spirit and therefore also always in contact with Me
because the strength of love cannot separate itself from Me, only you, as created
beings, can keep yourselves distant from Me .... but it is only a distance which
exists in your consciousness which, however, on My part cannot remain like
this forever, because your fundamental element is the same as I Am: strength
of love will forever be in contact with the source of strength. And this contact
becomes a reality when you hear Me, when My spirit descends into an open
vessel and thus permeates the human being so that he will be able to hear My
voice. Then the distance between the human being and Me will be repealed,
he will have moved near to his God and Father again, he will let the spiritual
spark in him become a flame and this will leap back again to the fire of the
Eternal Love .... The tiny spark in the human being finds its path to Me, and the
connection is also established by the human being’s will, it exists forever and
can never be broken. But it concerns the conscious contact .... This should be
aspired to by the human being so that the distance will be repealed, a person
should want to be in contact with Me which then enables the working of My
spirit, then My spirit will be able to ‘pour out upon all flesh ....’ And that will
very evidently happen during the last days before the end: ‘My spirit will pour
upon all flesh, servants and handmaidens shall prophesy ....’ For people only
rarely establish the connection with Me now, so that I must evidently manifest
Myself through the spirit by choosing people for Myself who are not opposed
to Me, who prepare themselves as a receiving vessel for My spirit so that I can
pour My spirit into them and then speak through them to humanity for their
benefit and spiritual advantage. It is necessary that I speak to you humans ....
You should all listen to My voice, and you should all take stock of yourselves,
consider My Words, live accordingly and thus prepare yourselves for the end
which you cannot avoid because the time has come to an end. I pour out My
spirit upon all flesh .... This has been announced to humanity in advance, hence
you should not find it difficult to believe in My working of this nature .... You
should realise that the time I referred to is upon you, that I will speak to you
through servants and handmaidens who, on My instructions, shall inform you
through their prophetic spirit. For they will predict future events, they will
remind you of My predictions and you will be unable to deny that My spirit
will pour itself out again, that these proclaimers do not speak their own words
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but voice that which is revealed to them by My spirit. I need them as mediators
who are to bring My Word to you humans in all purity and clarity again, I need
them to speak on My behalf, because My Words are necessary to warn you of
the dangers you are facing if you don’t take stock of yourselves and change.
For all you humans go on existing without love and thereby become slaves to
My adversary .... You must change yourselves into love, then you will take the
path to Me and be saved from the downfall. But you don’t have much time
left, consequently My voice sounds ever louder, and I speak to you ever more
frequently through the mouth of My servants and prophets; I only ask of you
to believe those who keep receiving the flow of My spirit because they shall
speak on My instructions .... And you will not regret having complied with
their admonitions by listening to them and by merely making an effort to live
according to the Word which sounds to you from above through My servants,
which is your Father’s voice of eternity and shall also guide you back again to
Me, from Whom you once came forth and distanced yourselves of your own
free will .... Heed My Word from above and know that it is the working of My
spirit, that I want to help you and therefore avail Myself of these servants and
handmaidens by pouring out My spirit so that I can speak through them to all of
you .... so that you will not approach your ruin when the time has been fulfilled
....

Amen

BD 8872 received 23.10.1964

‘I will guide you into truth ....’

Truth cannot long keep as pure as it is when it comes forth from Me, therefore
I already told you during My lifetime ‘I will guide you into truth ....’ because
I knew that My Word, which I brought to you Myself, would not remain pure
either .... And this will always be the case as soon as it is studied by human
inadequacy, as soon as the pure Word enters the region of imperfect human
beings who look at it from an entirely intellectual point of view. Hence I kept
sending My pure Word from above to earth but it has always been spoilt again.
You humans have no guarantee that the Book of Books is protected from change,
because I do not interfere with people’s free will and can only ever safeguard a
presenter of My Word if he commends himself to Me and asks Me to protect
him from error. However, you humans are not at risk from misguided thoughts
if you spiritually and in truth ask Me to enlighten your spirit, then you will also
know where error has crept in ....

But the claim that I Myself protect My pure Word from becoming spoilt is
incorrect, because this would question the free will of human beings, who can
do whatever they want with My spiritual information. And thus you also need
to consider with regards to the Book of Books that changes were made in the
course of time which I could not prevent .... precisely because of human free
will .... Consequently, the necessity for a new revelation constantly arose again
which had to clarify the existing misconception. Hence you humans only have
to want the truth, but you should not feel certain to have the truth because you
can obtain it from the Book of Books .... otherwise I would not have needed to
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tell you so clearly and precisely that ‘I will guide you into truth ....’ Furthermore,
you also have to take into account that the working of My spirit is always of a
spiritual nature .... that I Am concerned with the salvation of the soul which I
want to win for Myself through My Word .... that every Word from Me merely
intends to achieve your spiritual perfection.
And these spiritual instructions have often been combined with human supple-
ments which later proved themselves to be wrong and gave rise to doubt .... just
as My divine Words of love were frequently combined with human additions,
but people hold on to these and refuse to let go of this human product. Hence
concepts applicable at the time were included in My ‘divine’ Word such as, for
instance, ‘that women shall not teach’ .... This is not My commandment at all,
instead allowances were made for that period of time but it had no right to be
regarded as ‘divine Word’, as is apparent from My Words ‘that I will pour out My
spirit on all flesh; servants and maidens will prophesy ....’ Consequently, what
I deemed necessary to correct was repeatedly done through new revelations ....
which, however, could not retain their purity either but also had to be corrected
again ....But I gave you the promise that I will guide you into truth, and therefore
you may rest assured that every person asking for truth will also receive it ....
Because I will not let anyone walk in error who does not want to fall victim
to the adversary .... who desires the pure truth with all his heart .... But this is
only possible by means of a new revelation, in view of their freedom of will I
cannot prevent people from distorting My initially transmitted Word, and that
this has happened is due to people’s low spiritual level which does not offer the
adversary any resistance .... But I will always make sure that the light of truth
will nevertheless shine for you who desire it ....

Amen

Conditions and prerequisites for the outpouring of the
spirit

BD 3615 received 28.11.1945

Conditions for the working of the spirit ....

Your knowledge is patchy for as long as you are not taught by the spirit within
yourselves .... and all your pondering and searching will not suffice if you do
not contact Me first .... in order to appeal to My spirit for enlightened thinking.
Anyone having gained his knowledge without appealing for My help first can
certainly speak of human insight but never claim to possess divine wisdom ....
knowledge which relates to the spiritual kingdom and corresponds to the truth
.... For I alone distribute this knowledge, certainly to anyone who desires it,
nevertheless only providing the conditions I ask for are met so that My spirit is
able to work in a person. Consequently, the knowledge, the pure spiritual truth,
will only be guaranteed if the petitioner completely submits himself to My will,
if he lives according to My teaching .... with love for Me and his neighbour
.... This is the first condition a person will have to fulfil if he wants to become
worthy of My gift of grace, of receiving the pure truth through My spirit ....
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Additionally, he must have a profound desire for truth .... This is another
condition I expect to be met but which is rarely considered. For in order to
receive the knowledge which complies with the truth the human being must
first give up his humanly imparted knowledge, that is, he must not assume to
be already knowledgeable .... otherwise he will hardly be open to the influx of
pure truth if it is not in line with his previous knowledge. He must be willing
to abandon his acquired knowledge in order to receive the pure truth .... And
this will can only be mustered by a person who is as yet not convinced of the
truth of his own knowledge. However, if he believes that he knows the truth
he will hardly appeal for it, therefore it cannot be imparted to him either,
his misguided knowledge cannot be disclosed and eradicated. To completely
voluntarily submit himself to Me and to attentively listen to that which I reveal
to him through My spirit .... is the only way in order to arrive at the truth ....

And thus the person must have profound faith, he must be firmly convinced that
I Am able to convey the truth to him and will do so .... He must be convinced of
the working of the spirit within him, of My direct activity in the human being,
or he will not enter into solitude and carefully listen to that which My spirit
reveals to him. To consciously listen within is therefore another condition which
has to be met in order to hear Me. For the spirit’s voice is gentle and delicate
and can only be heard by someone who completely withdraws himself from
the world, who listens within, thus who establishes contact with the spiritual
kingdom, with Me as the Giver of truth, as the Father-Spirit Whose share rests
as a spiritual spark in his soul .... He must allow the spirit within himself to
speak and prior to this shape his soul such that it becomes receptive to the
outpouring of the spirit .... And any person will partake in an abundance of
knowledge if he fulfils these conditions, if he sincerely strives for the truth and
requests it from Me as the eternal Truth. For it is My will to convey the truth
to people, I do not want them to live in spiritual darkness, I want to draw them
into the spiritual realm, and this is only possible by imparting and receiving the
pure truth, which alone leads to Me because it also originates from Me. And
anyone who searches in this way will have the right thoughts, he will penetrate
profound knowledge, the spiritual sphere which will remain closed to all those
who search elsewhere, because this is My will. The prayer for enlightenment of
the spirit alone is no guarantee for its working if the other conditions are not
observed as well of which I, however, will not let go because one depends on the
other .... because a spiritual gift can only be offered if My law is complied with,
which is fixed for eternity ....

Amen
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BD 7822 received 10.02.1961

Prerequisite for the ‘outpouring of the spirit’ ....

The outpouring of the spirit requires certain conditions to be fulfilled, because
My spirit can only pour into an open receptacle which has been prepared such
that My spirit will be able to flow into it. This preparation, in turn, requires
psychological work which the person must have carried out on himself, with
other words: The human being must have prepared an abode for Me, because My
presence is absolutely necessary in order to be able to express Myself through
My spirit. Although the spiritual spark rests dormant in every person it must
first be awakened to life, the relationship with the eternal Father-Spirit must be
established first, before it can express itself. And this bond will be established,
the spiritual spark will come alive, when the human being lives a life of love,
when he, through loving actions, draws Me Myself to himself, Who is Love Itself
.... Through love, the human being has to purify his soul from all layers which
cannot be penetrated by light, then he prepares himself, he shapes himself into
a receiving vessel for the divine spirit, he fulfils the conditions which result in
an outpouring of the spirit. And he must believe that My spirit flows into him,
that the Father wants and is able to speak to His child .... And again, he will
only believe this if he shapes himself into love .... for only when he believes
in a working of My spirit within himself will he also attentively listen within
to what this spirit communicates to him. As long as this belief is missing, he
will never be able to speak of a ‘gift of the spirit’, he will simply not awaken the
dormant forces within him and, thus, they will not be able to express themselves
either, although they are present in him. Love will, however, soon enlighten
his thinking, this is why a loving person will also soon be able to believe if
his striving is spiritually-orientated, and he tries to live in accordance with My
will.

Yet My spirit will not push itself to the fore .... no human being will ever hear
the voice of My spirit who has not consciously established a bond with Me in
order to hear Me .... For it requires him to listen inwards if he wants to hear Me
and receive instructions full of wisdom, which only My spirit can impart to him.
And precisely this belief in the working of My spirit has been lost by people
so that they look at a completely natural process, which was only intended to
demonstrate My great love for people, with utter incredulity, even though I
Myself gave them a promise to stay with people and to guide them into all truth
.... They don’t understand this promise or they would believe in it and grant
greater significance to My Word which sounds to them from above or is passed
on to them through My messengers .... My spirit merely requires a prepared
vessel so that it can pour into it .... Then, however, He will also give evidence
of Himself, It will speak to you like a Father speaks to His children, and He
will enlighten you whenever you desire to be taught by Him. But He cannot
express Himself where love and faith are missing, where the human being has
not carried out the work of improving his soul by shaping himself into love and
having already discarded all impurities of his soul. For I can only take abode
in a pure heart full of love which can bear My presence .... However, wherever
these prerequisites are present that is where I dwell and testify to My presence
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.... I pour out My spirit over all flesh .... I teach and comfort, I guide people into
truth, I remain with them until the end of the world ....

Amen

Imparting the divine Word

BD 2105 received 09.10.1941

Process of transmission is an act of spiritual emanation of strength ....

Spiritual contact can always and forever be established, yet rarely in such
obvious ways that the working of spiritual forces is clearly recognisable. If
such a contact from the beyond to earth happens then it is also for a purpose
and this, in turn, explains that the contents of the proclamations which are
conveyed to people from above are carefully watched over. All reservations
regarding their credibility must be put aside, for that which is intended for the
whole human race and not just for an individual human being is not being
arbitrarily or indiscriminately imparted to a person. The least contradiction in
the contents would cause people to reject it. And since it is God’s will to offer
them a pure teaching He will also prevent that the information from above to
be interspersed with errors. The giving forces are not arbitrarily permitted to
teach; they receive their instructions from God and cannot add to it of their own
will, for they only carry out the divine will. They are living in truth themselves
and, understandably, will not distribute untruth. Ignorant beings, however, are
powerless .... They are certainly able to harass the thoughts of people which
are on the same level of imperfection as they are but they lack the ability to
dictate correct manuscripts .... For worldly abilities are excluded in the beyond
as soon as the state of maturity is imperfect .... The process of transmitting
spiritual proclamations in this way is an act of spiritual transference of strength
.... However, only a being of light is able to distribute spiritual strength, because
it is also a recipient and bearer of strength. But ignorant beings or beings with
inadequate knowledge also lack strength, consequently, such transcripts cannot
take place because they are, after all, the outcome of emanation of spiritual
strength in the first place. People’s allocated vitality is not enough in order to
produce documents of spiritual content in such a short space of time.
Thus spiritual forces are undeniably at work, and other forces apart from
the knowledgeable ones are incapable of given something they don’t possess
themselves. Knowledgeable forces, however, are united with God, that is, their
will is God’s will, and whatever they undertake is done on God’s instructions.
Were they able to do so, ignorant forces would spread error all over the world
in this way and the spiritual chaos would be incalculable. Immature beings are
certainly able to mentally influence likewise immature people which results
in completely a wrong way of thinking, a completely wrong attitude amongst
humanity, but this has always been achieved through deliberation. However,
people who receive transmissions without deliberation are remote effects of
spiritual strength, that is, spiritual beings with extraordinary strength at their
disposal pass these on to a receptive earthly child which only offers its will,
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i.e. which keeps itself open as a receiving terminal. This process is visibly
recognisable, because the results exist .... they came into being without any
means of help, they cannot be explained as a product of human intelligence, for
intelligent thought is unable to produce such content within during such a brief
time span. Consequently it has to be the working of a force which originates
from outside the earthly sphere. And if a force is being acknowledged then only
good beings can be the givers, for they alone can distribute and forward strength
because they are permeated by strength themselves, since they are recipients of
strength from God, thus they also share God’s will. The fact that the process is
extraordinary is very soon ignored and the contents is most harshly criticised
.... This, however, cannot be refuted and that itself should be enough to infer a
giver who cannot be found in the realm of evil. The adversary truly makes us
of other means than to refer humanity to that which is good and noble .... He
does not preach love but hatred .... he does not try to bring enlightenment but
intends to confuse people’s thinking. But here are clearly and understandably
wisdoms presented to people which only informed forces are able to convey,
and all knowledgeable beings work on instruction of God ....

Amen

BD 2510 received 13.10.1942

Three ways of imparting the divine Word ....

The Gospel must be proclaimed throughout the world, the teaching of love has
to be made accessible to all people and this happens in various ways. Those
having been taught by God are called to enlighten other people in the first
instance, thus to convey the received teachings to them .... to proclaim the
Gospel to those who want to accept it. It is a richly blessed mission to work
for fellow people’s salvation of soul, to instruct them according to God’s will
and to motivate their conscious work of improving their soul. And this work
is expected by God from everyone who had been taught by God Himself. And
God constantly teaches those people who willingly open their hearts to Him,
He preaches the Gospel to them which they hear within themselves through
the inner voice. And this Gospel does not divert from that which has been
traditionally handed down, from the Holy Scriptures .... And this is another
possibility of receiving the divine Word, and again it teaches love, the love for
God and one’s fellow human being and for the one who faithfully accepts this
Word. And thus everyone has the opportunity to be instructed in the Gospel
as soon as he, with the right faith, desires to know God’s Word. It will also
become understandable for him, for the will to penetrate divine wisdoms also
gives a person the power of realisation, which enables him to also regard the
divine Words as the Word of God and thus can also be taught by God if he
devoutly and hungrily reads the Holy Scripture and not just accepts the Word
but seriously tries to grasp their meaning too. Yet the divine Word can also
be spiritually conveyed to a person, however, this way is only known by a few
people and yet it is the easiest for everyone. This is the direct communication in
the form of thoughts, a mental transference of the divine Word, of the Gospel,
to people which, however, always requires the person’s willingness of reception.
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If, therefore, a human being desires to be initiated into the divine teaching of
love the Gospel will always be proclaimed to him in one way, because it is God’s
will that humanity shall be instructed and live in truth ....

Amen

BD 4907 received 01.06.1950

Process of conveying the Word from above ....

Accept My Words as purest truth and also always acknowledge Me as the
Originator of what you receive as a dictation. Regard the form of transcription
as being given word for word but not that a sentence is taking shape in your
thoughts. This characteristic ought to disperse your doubts, should you succumb
to such. The activity of thought cannot be compared to this way of writing,
because a person’s will usually dictates the direction of the former, that is, a
person chooses a subject before he intellectually, by way of active thinking,
works out the details, whilst a spiritual dictation, a genuine proclamation
from above, excludes such deliberations, because the subject is unknown to
the person and is effectively only given when the writing down of the dictation
starts. The fact that the person can mentally comprehend what he is writing does
not warrant the assumption that he himself performs the mental work as he
only receives what he writes down. In fact, I also subject a person who earnestly
wants to be of service to Me to tests of faith and willpower and repeatedly will
expose him to temptations in which he should prove himself, that is, in which
he voluntarily has to keep turning to Me in order to pass the tests of faith; yet
the strength of My Word will protect him from falling away as soon as he allows
himself to be affected by it.

However, you keep asking yourselves what you should regard as My Word ....
I will always speak to you if you want to hear Me .... The only decisive factor is
whether your heart desires to hear My voice. As soon as you want to hear Me I
will indeed speak to you .... The idea that I might withdraw and deny you My
strength is wrong, for I know what your heart desires and what you would like
to know, and therefore I will also reply to unspoken questions and this truly
according to truth. But whether you understand the answer correctly, whether
you accept it according to truth or give yourselves a different interpretation is
entirely up to you, yet it must always be taken into consideration. My Word
is eternal truth but who stops you from interpreting My Word according to
your liking because your will impels you to do so? Nevertheless the meaning of
My Word remains unchanged, and you will also learn to understand the true
meaning and recognise that only purest truth was imparted to you and that you
only received what was given to you by My love. For I protect all those from
misconceptions who want to be of service to Me and are of good will ....

Amen
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Receiving the divine Word

BD 3419 received 27.01.1945

Receiving the divine Word is an act of utmost will of strength ....

Only a few people are in possession of the direct Word because only a few are
so strong-willed that they consciously and attentively listen within and thus
also believe in God’s working in the human being through His spirit. This
belief is a prerequisite; however, it will also have come alive through practising
neighbourly love so that through the latter the person will have become a
receiving vessel for the divine spirit. But he also must absolutely muster the will
to carefully listen to the instructions through the divine spirit. And this requires
love and effort .... Love for God and effort to overcome all weaknesses and
faults. The human being must constantly work at improving himself and have
the will to come close to God .... Hence he must place spiritual striving above
earthly matters and therefore also conscientiously undertake the spiritual work,
and this first involves the work of receiving the divine Word, which requires a
particularly strong will, for the daily acceptance of the divine Word is an act
of utmost strength of will, because time and again the latter must be activated
anew, for only then can the divine gift of strength be offered to the person.
Although the person is only a tool of which God avails Himself in order to speak
to people in a natural way the person’s free will is nevertheless decisive, and
thus he is not forced or obliged to write in a pathological state without his own
will, but he can act completely freely and by no means needs to open his ears
and heart. In that case, however, receiving divine spiritual knowledge will be
impossible.

This is why only a few people can be found who completely voluntarily make
themselves available and persistently listen within themselves every day .... who
thus want and also put their will into action by withdrawing from the world,
by establishing the heartfelt connection with God, appeal to Him and wait for
the granting of their prayer. This requires time and the abandoning of demands
made by the body. Anyone who loves his body too much, that is, who only
seeks the purpose of earthly life in earthly well-being is totally incapable of
mustering this will, for the body will always try to weaken the latter and the
person will finally comply with the body’s demand, he will become careless
and sluggish, he will also have little faith in God’s love and kindness and not
appeal to Him for His gift of grace, and then it cannot be conveyed to him
either .... Only few people are willing to hand their will over to God and to let
themselves be guided by Him. But these few are true labourers in the vineyard
of the Lord, they proved themselves to be loyal followers of God and therefore
they also constantly receive the strength in order to strengthen their will, they
are time and again will to listen within anew. And the result is divine spiritual
knowledge which can have an inconceivably blessed effect if, in turn, a fellow
human being musters the will to let himself be taught by them. The will always
has to become active again, because God does not force anyone to turn towards
His kingdom and thereby also towards His grace .... But anyone who musters
this will is blessed by God, and he will be able to achieve great success, both for
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his own soul as well as for that of his fellow human being .... And he will be a
successful labourer in the vineyard of the Lord and strength and grace will be
abundantly at his disposal ....

Amen

BD 3547 received 13.09.1945

Explaining the process of transcription ....
Truth ....

The bestowal of My Word is a purely spiritual process which can only be achieved
by a person who establishes heartfelt contact with Me and then consciously
listens within. Since the person does not actively need think himself but is
merely the recipient of thought emanations he must place himself into a state
which enables him to be affected by these emanations, and this state is one
of being totally detached from the earthly world and immersed in the spiritual
realm, i.e., it is a conscious turning away from all earthly things and a focussing of
the senses on My kingdom, which is not of this world. The spiritual emanations
then touch the person’s heart in the form of thought which subsequently can
be written down by the recipient. The easier a person can detach himself from
his earthly surroundings the more unimpeded will the imparting of spiritual
knowledge proceed. The disputed question as to the spiritual origin of the
thought transference is answered by the substance of the latter. Wherever love
is taught, wherever My act of Salvation is thoroughly dealt with, only I Myself
can be the origin and the mental transmission will have to be recognised as My
Word. Heartfelt prayer has to precede every bestowal of My Word, otherwise
the process cannot take place, otherwise the person would have to accomplish
a purely earthly work which, however, even then would still be free from error
because the person’s thoughts are also guided by the beings of light in order to
prevent the endangering of the Word, which is intended to be conveyed to the
person. This only applies in instances where contact with Me is less profound,
for a person who is called by Me to work for My kingdom, who is appointed as a
mediator between Me and people who don’t strive towards Me, has been vetted
by Me and his thinking will not go astray because he is of good will and thus
wants to be of service to Me. I will prevent lying and deceptive spirits availing
themselves of his will and his hand, just as every ignorant being will be stopped
from accessing him if he wants to work for Me. And every reception is an act of
freedom of will, it is the evidence of his will to be of service to Me, and thus I
take hold of his will and guide him so that he will only accomplish My will.

This spiritual knowledge is not comparable to human mental concepts which are
acquired through a person’s own thinking, without the conscious submission
of his will to My will. After all, the human being has free will and can think
in any direction of his liking. He is not compelled by Me to think correctly,
just as he is not stopped from thinking wrongly either. Consequently, he can be
accessed by all spiritual forces which he then favours through his will. However,
if the person consciously submits his will to Mine he can only have My will
within himself, for I will never leave him at the mercy of forces which are still
opposed to My will. I will take possession of that which desires Me and will
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never ever let go of it again. And only if a person consciously offers himself to
Me, if he thus hands his will to Me, can I appoint him to an office on earth in
which he can work for Me. But then he will also be protected from misguided
thinking, from evil spiritual influence, for it is important to receive and spread
My Word .... which My love conveys to earth, and I will truly protect My Word
from impure and untrue content which the opposite side wants to present to
people. Wherever My Word is being received that is where truth exists and
misguided teachings are excluded, because misguided thinking is the influence
of evil forces which cannot affect a person who wants to serve Me as long as
he is working for Me. A purely spiritual process can only take place in a purely
spiritual way, a transference of thought absolutely has to take place because a
person’s own thinking, i.e., the use of intellectual activity, requires more time in
order to produce results of this nature. Hence there is a recognisable expression
of strength which can only ever come forth from those who provide strength,
that is, from beings of light which are recipients of strength. And this also
guarantees pure truth, for all illuminated beings know the truth, and I Am the
Eternal Truth Myself ....

Amen

BD 8654 received 24.10.1963

Everyone would be able to hear God speaking ....

Just as I originally spoke to the beings having emerged from Me in order to reveal
Myself to them as Creator and Father, so I speak today to you humans, who are
these very beings .... The light of realisation you possessed in the beginning,
because you were perfectly created, is no longer yours in your human state, for
you once separated yourselves voluntarily from Me and therefore stepped out of
the state of light into that of darkness .... But you are wretched in your darkened
state and I want to help you become blissfully happy again and must therefore
enlighten you again .... First I must speak to you and inform you of My will so
that you as human beings can live according to this will of Mine. For the point is,
that you will adapt yourselves to the law of eternal order again, that you will live
according to My will, which requires you to fulfil the commandments of love
.... Since, at the start of your earthly life, you are entirely without knowledge
you need to be instructed about the meaning and purpose of your earthly life
.... But you also need to be informed of the full truth, this is why I speak to
you Myself as the eternal Father-Spirit by addressing the spiritual spark within
yourselves, which conveys My Word to your intellect for you to think about it
and thus, according to your will, either comply with it or oppose it once again.
In the beginning, My Word made you very happy since you thereby recognised
My love which time and again expressed itself in the Word. When you were no
longer able to hear My Word, because you closed yourselves to My illumination
of love, you also lost all knowledge and your state became dark and weak and
therefore wretched.

However, if you, as a human being, become receptive to My illumination of
love again, then you will be informed of My will which you only need to live
up to so as to be spoken to by Me through the spiritual spark and thus, through
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My Word, receive the knowledge again which will make you happy because you
enter the state of light again. My Word can always be heard within you if your
will allows for it, for the connection between Me and you will forever remain
on My part, only you yourselves can deliberately disconnect it by consciously
turning away from Me .... Thus it will always be up to you as to whether you allow
yourselves to be addressed by Me, but the possibility to hear Me Myself exists
for every one of you humans, and every one should use it, for with My Word
he also receives the strength to live his life on earth according to My will. Due
to your vast distance from Me, which you aspired to of your own free will, you
have lost the knowledge and understanding that you are able to communicate
with your God and Father directly, that you can enter into a dialogue with Him,
that He will answer your questions and that you can present all your thoughts
to Him and communicate with Him at all times. And yet, if people inform you
of it, you won’t believe and ridicule them as fantasists and thereby you forfeit
every gift of strength which is guaranteed to you by My Word. And only if you
try it for yourselves, if you, after heartfelt prayer, quietly listen within, will the
voice gently speak in you and you will be happy, for then you will be touched
by My Fatherly love which wants to reveal itself in order to gain your love as
well.

Yet only a few put this to the test, only a few desire My communication, and
only a few believe that I Myself draw close to people in order to demonstrate the
direct bond with them again, because they should recognise Me as their God
and Father, Who is supremely perfect and also intends to guide people towards
perfection. But this knowledge of My direct communication has to be accepted
with faith, for it can only be effective if a person, through living a life of love,
has gained the faith that the Father speaks to His child. Only then will he also
be able to recognise the results of My Words as truth, and only then will his
soul make use of them and advance in its development. However, you humans
should always consider that My Words will always be more credible than a
complete silence by your eternal Father .... For My fundamental nature is love,
and you emerged from this love .... Love, however, always seeks to make contact
with that which originated from it. This is why the sound of My Word will
always be more credible than shrouding Myself in silence and never revealing
Myself as a loving Father .... For My perfection would have to be doubted were I
not to have mercy upon all My living creations who dwell in darkness, and this
mercy therefore shows itself by the fact that I let a light shine into the darkness
.... And this light is My Word which is conveyed to you from above, it is the
emanation of My love which only requires an open heart in order to be able to
take effect in you ....

Amen
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Conditions and prerequisites for receiving the Word

BD 2829 received 28.07.1943

Conditions for receiving the divine Word ....

The acceptance of the divine Word requires constant willingness and joyful
dedication to God. This is why it can only be achieved by people with a God-
orientated will, who strive to live a God-pleasing way of life and who put their
spiritual aspiration above all else because they desire to be with God and want
to be of service to Him. For only the desire for Him enables the human being
to hear the divine voice within himself, the desire for Him makes him quick of
hearing and sensitive for everything that comes from God. God’s gift is at every
person’s disposal without discrimination; nevertheless, it does not impose itself
and will therefore only be recognised by someone who pays attention and opens
his senses to the spiritual flow, who thus consciously and attentively listens
inside and thus can also receive the divine gift from within. The divine gift is to
be found in the heart, it is the treasure which only needs to be unearthed, which
requires no external practices in order to gain possession of it. It is within reach
to everyone who merely makes the effort to bring it up to light .... God’s love
offers itself to people in His Word, and people’s love must accept His gift, the
human heart must strive towards Him with the same love in order to then be
able to receive His Word as a token of His love ....

For the Word is the sign of His love which He wants to give to all people through
a person. A willing and loving person must become the bridge from Earth to
the beyond, he must readily place himself at His disposal, he must yearn for
God’s love and thereby make his heart receptive for the divine Love Itself .... he
must desire unity with God and willingly lend his ear to the divine voice which
can only reveal itself through such a person. Only a person who carefully listens
can hear; and a person only listens carefully if he believes in a Power Which
manifests Itself for love of humanity .... The recipient must believe in a God of
love, wisdom and omnipotence, so that he will look for and find in faith the
reason for the divine Word which is conveyed to Earth .... And he must live a
life of love, for only love draws the Eternal Love close to him. The love for his
fellow human beings determines him to pass on the received Word, and anyone
who accepts this task of spreading the divine Word amongst people will also
always be endowed by God and able to hear His Word .... God will constantly
offer him delectable gifts, He will reveal Himself to him and educate him for a
task which is so extremely important that God will bless everyone who places
himself at His disposal as a labourer in His vineyard ....

Amen
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BD 8530 received 15.06.1963

Prerequisites for hearing God’s Word ....

If you are able to hear My Word within you then the relationship of a child
to its Father will have been restored, then you will carefully listen within and
hear My speech because you desire to be addressed by your God and Father of
eternity. In that case you have made the right decision of will, for the soul ....
the incarnated original spirit on earth .... will never be able to hear My Word
against its will, but it has voluntarily come steadily closer to Me and changed
itself into love again so that it can subsequently hear My voice once more, as it
was in the beginning. Although the return to Me will indeed have taken place,
nevertheless, the souls’ degree of maturity can considerably differ according to
the degree of love, which can continuously be raised and thereby My Word
can be heard ever more clearly .... It is always an influx of My thoughts into
the human heart .... It is always a manifestation on My part to a person who is
closely united with Me through love .... My voice is not heard by the human ear,
I speak through the spirit to the soul which, in turn, conveys the Words to the
intellect, and this accepts the Words and determines the human being’s will to
write them down in order to preserve what My love wants to reveal to people ....
These thoughts are radiated by Me from the spiritual kingdom, for the human
being as such would be unable to provide himself with the kind of knowledge
which is imparted to him through My revelations .... because all thoughts are
flowing to him from the spiritual kingdom and it merely depends on their place
of origin how they may be used .... Hence, the fact that I Myself Am able to
speak to a person is already proof that the original state will soon be attained,
otherwise the person would be incapable of hearing My voice. Every human
being can certainly prepare himself as a receiving vessel for My flow of spirit
which affects the person in the form of My Word .... Yet people only rarely know
this, and only rarely will a person reshape himself again into that which he once
voluntarily rejected. But anyone who does, will, through living a life of love,
also attain the living faith that I speak to him, that he is able to hear Me, and
then he will also attentively listen within ....
And truly, I will reveal Myself to him, he will hear the Word again as in
the beginning and be very happy. For he will receive extensive knowledge,
he will regain the realisation he once had lost .... he will become brightly
enlightened, and through his close contact with Me he will also receive spiritual
strength, which flows over to him through My Word. His dormant abilities
will be reawakened, because love must awaken them first .... The person will
increasingly deify his soul and unreservedly fulfil his purpose of life on earth:
He will completely unite with Me again and be able to enter the kingdom of
the beyond in a perfect state after the death of his physical body .... Yet a person
only rarely forms such a heartfelt bond with Me that he can hear My Word
in him .... But if it happens then it will also be in conjunction with a mission:
to pass My Word on to those whom I cannot address directly because not all
prerequisites for it are present .... Thus, it also provides Me with the opportunity
to inform people of My will, for all people should know My will in order to
subsequently comply with it .... And anyone who accepts My revelations will
also make an effort to live according to My will, and then every one will be able
to shape himself such that I can address him directly .... be it by either steering
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his thoughts in the right direction or by enabling him to read My Word which
is conveyed to Earth directly. But his will must always be willing to listen to Me,
if that is the case, he will only ever derive a blessing from My Word whether
it is given to him directly or conveyed to him through My messengers .... But
every person is blessed if he has the inner conviction that God Himself speaks
to people .... everyone is blessed who has the grace of being informed of My
Word .... blessed is he, who does the work of improving himself such that he
becomes a receiving vessel for My spirit .... For he can be certain of My presence,
My presence will manifest itself to him when he hears Me Myself in him, and
then he will also know that he is not far away from Me and his goal, when he
will be ultimately united with Me, when he will hear My Word again as it was in
the beginning, when he will be able to communicate with Me and be eternally
happy ....

Amen

Hearing God’s voice

BD 8544 received 30.06.1963

The Word of God ought to be listened to ....

You should listen to God’s Word .... For His Word grants you the strength you
need for the maturing of your souls .... You should only want to be addressed by
Him .... And truly, He will speak to you, regardless of how and in which way you
hear His Word .... Only your serious wish to be addressed by Him is the decisive
factor, for then His spirit will penetrate you when you hear His Word, and then
you will no longer hear the speech of a person but the voice of God Who speaks
to all those of His children who want to hear Him. You can then, in solitude,
attentively listen within and enter into a dialogue with your Father of eternity,
then all subsequent thoughts will originate from Him directly, and thus you will
hear the Father’s voice too, only in the form of thoughts .... You can also read His
Word in the Scriptures, and again, it depends on your attitude towards Him,
your God and Father, as to whether and how you will be affected by the Word
you are reading .... Then He is also talking to you through these, providing you
sincerely desire the Father’s communication .... His Words can also be imparted
to you through a human mouth if, in religious places, you listen to a sermon
with the desire to hear Him, your Father of eternity .... if your thoughts are
so closely united with Him that you consider every Word to be addressed to
yourselves, then you can also truly say that you have been addressed by God
Himself .... Additionally, you can accept the Word of God from servants sent
to you on His instructions in order to convey God’s direct communication to
you, which informs you that He Himself speaks through the spirit when He
has a suitable vessel at His disposal which receives His flow of love that wants
to pour into such a vessel .... And if you are touched by these Words you will
also feel yourselves addressed by Him and you will not have anymore doubts
that God Himself speaks to you indirectly .... But you can receive His Words
from Him directly, too, if you unite yourselves with Him in profound love and
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believingly listen within .... Then you will hear His direct communication and
be extremely happy .... And an abundance of strength will flow into you which
will truly enable you to still achieve your perfection on earth, for the direct
communication is the greatest gift of grace which all of you can acquire if it is
your sincere will. You need to hear the Word of God because you require a light
from above which illuminates the path which will lead you to perfection .... You
require a small pointer in the right direction; you simply need help in order to
be able to reach your goal on earth .... You are weak and blind in spirit .... you
must receive strength and regain your ability to see. And both occur through the
imparting of the divine Word, which you therefore need to hear in some form
or another .... As soon as your heart desires to be addressed by God Himself, the
divine Word will not fail to be effective and give you what you require in order
to enable you to fulfil your task on earth ....

The one and only point is that you humans should establish the connection with
your God and Creator of eternity, that you should enter into the relationship of a
child with its Father and desire to be addressed by Him, then your earthly life will
truly not be futile. The connection with God had once been voluntarily severed
and in so doing the being, which He created out of His love, became wretched
and of darkened spirit .... The connection must consciously and voluntarily
be restored again in order to come out of this unhappy state, and therefore
the human being must also want for God to speak to him, for this proves
that he strives towards a connection with God once more, and then his higher
development can proceed in his earthly life, for then the person will receive
strength through accepting His divine Word and he will become inwardly
bright and clear .... Then his spiritual blindness will have been overcome too,
he will know about the meaning and purpose of his earthly life as well as about
his imperfection and guilt and how he can be released from them .... The divine
Word first imparts to a person the knowledge about the divine commandments
of love .... And if they are already being lived in accordance with then the person
will gain further knowledge, he will become enlightened because the eternal
Light will shine into him since the connection has been re-established, which is
the meaning and purpose of earthly life by itself .... And for this reason you need
the proclamation of the divine Word, of the Gospel of love .... And new disciples
have been chosen again to proclaim God, Who is the Word of eternity .... And
they will bring the truth to people again, because God’s Word is truth and will
affect every person as truth .... if he seriously desires it. How else should you
accept it if not from Himself .... which is purely determined by your desire ....
Who hath ears to hear, let him hear .... For an inexhaustible measure of grace
will still be poured out before the end, because it is God’s will that all people
shall become blissfully happy and therefore He will also address all people who
desire to hear Him .... And they can all still become blessed through His Word
....

Amen
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BD 3732 received 01.04.1946

Exercise to hear the voice of the spirit ....

You can distinctly hear the voice of the spirit in you providing you want to hear
it and mentally make it known to God yourselves, since this mental expression
of will enables you to receive thought transmissions from the spiritual kingdom.
You cannot receive information unless you yourselves desire to receive it, but
God responds to every heartfelt desire and gives to you in accordance with your
degree of maturity and will. However, you have to observe the thoughts which
approach you in a variety of ways when you ponder spiritual problems. They
will affect you differently, appear to be acceptable or unacceptable to you and,
providing you had prayed for enlightenment of spirit first, you can safely accept
or ignore what you feel is right. Then you can follow your feelings and you
will accept what is right but dismiss what is wrong. Thoughts from the spiritual
world affect you in proportion to the strength of your desire for truth, so that
a person who genuinely desires truth remains unaffected by wrong thought
currents. In that case the influence of misguided forces is no longer sufficient to
captivate a person, since the beings of light have free reign and the human being
readily opens himself to their thought transmissions.

You have to practise this process of spiritual activity, i.e. you have to pay more
attention to your inner life, withdraw into solitude more often, and if you would
like clarification about a problem, spend a longer period of time in thought.
However, this exercise always needs to be preceded by heartfelt prayer in order
to establish a connection with God and thus also with the spiritual forces, who
work in accordance with his will and whose actions consist of transmitting
utmost truthful spiritual knowledge. This sincere connection protects you from
contact with misguided forces who, understandably, endeavour to cloud and
confuse your thoughts, because the battle of darkness against light and vice
versa forms the basis of everything and will still continue for eternity. But
anyone who acknowledges God as the most loving, wise and omnipotent being,
who consciously enters into contact with this supremely perfect Being, who
constantly strives to fulfil His will and then, having fulfilled these conditions,
desires to know the pure truth, will not be left by God to fall prey to the forces
of darkness ....

God Himself will instruct him and the human being need only open his heart,
listen inwardly and consider his thoughts, and he will truly be on the right track
and receive clarification when he desires it. Because God, the eternal truth, also
wants to convey the truth to his living creations, but God, the eternal love, also
requires the human beings’ will to shape themselves into love too, and anyone
who endeavours to do so also aspires after truth, since God, love and truth are
unthinkable without each other. And thus every human being who is willing to
love and desires the truth is also able to hear the voice of God, Who expresses
himself through the spirit in a person .... mentally or, in a state of advanced
maturity, also vocally. And a person always receives the same truth, which is
totally synonymous with the Word, which is directly transmitted by God’s great
love to people on earth through awakened servants and prophets, who have
voluntarily offered their service to Him in order to help erring souls in utmost
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spiritual hardship. For there is immense spiritual darkness and people urgently
need help if they want to become perfect ....

Amen

BD 4700 received 28.07.1949

Hearing the divine Word ....
Thoughts ....

Only through the inner Word are you able to receive clarification about ques-
tions which cannot be answered by earthly scientists. An appropriate Authority
regarding spiritual questions certainly exists, yet people rarely take the path to
it. For this reason a truthful answer will also rarely be received which can only
be provided by the One to Whom nothing is unknown, Who knows everything,
Who also wants to impart the knowledge to humanity which enables people to
recognise Him. Hence God manifests Himself through the Word and anyone
who wants to hear it must gain God’s love, he must make Him well disposed
towards him by doing everything God requests of him .... then God will come
so close to you that you will be able to hear His voice, for He expresses Himself
through His Word, He makes Himself known to you, He speaks to you humans
in easily understood language, He speaks through your heart to your intellect
and deals with every question you voice or consider in your thoughts. He re-
sponds to you .... His Word is therefore a sign of affinity from Him to you, for
you will only be able to hear His Word if you unite with Him either mentally
or through activity of love .... And as long as the earth has existed God has
always spoken to people in this way, however, until now He was more easily
understood, whereas now His language is only seldom appreciated. These few
people, however, are considered by Him to an unlimited extent. He wants to
explain and substantiate everything to them so that they will be able to impart
the knowledge they gained in this way to their fellow human beings for their
souls’ salvation. And in order to stop them from doubting further He allows
them an insight into His eternal plan of Salvation, and thus He ignites a light
for them which will never ever let them descend into darkness again .... He ap-
proaches those people in the Word who are willing to let themselves be taught.
And thus the Word will forever remain the bridge between God and people
which, however, can only be entered by a person if he withdraws himself from
the world, if he avoids the broad roads which seem more attractive to his eyes
and entice him to take them .... He can only perceive God’s voice in solitude,
i.e., he must avoid the world and let his thoughts wander into the spiritual
kingdom. Then he does what he should do initially: He makes mental contact
with God, he enters into a dialogue with Him, he presents Him with questions
which move him by allowing his thoughts free rein .... And these thoughts are
already emanations from the spiritual realm. For the human being is unable to
produce anything by himself.

The intellect is certainly capable of receiving and processing the thoughts which
flow to him, yet the thought itself does not arise in the person, instead it touches
his heart, but it flows from the kingdom which lies beyond earthly spheres ....
The thought is a spiritual product, thus a strength which takes on a specific
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form as soon as it is received by the intellect, thus the intellect is influenced by
the heart to become active by shaping the influx of thoughts and giving them a
certain order. The intellectual activity consists of retaining the thoughts which
touch the heart as waves and cannot find a response if, due to the bustle of the
world, a person’s will only uses his mental activity for worldly things and pays
no attention to spiritual currents. However, if the person seeks solitude and
turns his back to the world, his heart will be touched and beneficially affected
by spiritual currents and eagerly accepted by the person. Due to this willingness
of reception the Word shapes itself, that is, the person becomes sensibly and
clearly aware of what God Himself wants to tell him. Thus he hears His voice
in his hearth, the thought waves are received by the heart and conveyed to
the intellect, and the person as such is able to rationally take possession of
the received spiritual information and also understandably explain it to his
fellow human being. This process is in fact simple and uncomplicated, it is
just not understood by a worldly person because he does not appreciate the
soul’s sensations and therefore also only tries to explain mental activity purely
organically. Yet the actual source of the thought is unknown to him and a
relevant explanation not acceptable to him because he does not acknowledge
anything of a spiritual nature, he only acknowledges what he is able to see or
touch. But God continues to provide evidence of forces which human intellect
is unable to explain and provides the information about everything through
His Word .... Anyone who allows the Word of God to speak to him will have
comprehensive knowledge at his disposal, for nothing will remain unknown to
a person who allows himself to be taught by Him, and therefore the human
being is able to broaden his knowledge, he can delve into everything and get
any information he desires. For God does not impose any restriction on a person
as soon as he gets in touch with the Giver of knowledge and truth and allows
himself to be taught by Him .... as soon as he believes that God Himself speaks
to him through the heart ....

Amen

Conditions and prerequisites for hearing of God’s
voice

BD 4462 received 16.10.1948

The ability to hear God’s voice ....
Conditions ....

You are only able to hear the voice of the spirit if all your thoughts and intentions
apply to Me alone, if you thus completely detach your thoughts from the earthly
world. This does not imply that you should not perform your earthly duties
or totally withdraw into solitude. For this does not correspond to My will, but
in the midst of the bustle of the world you should look for the opportunity,
and you will indeed find it, where your soul disassociates itself from the world,
where you can briefly detach yourselves from all earthly thoughts, hence where
your soul lifts itself into spheres which are unrelated to Earth, where I Am the
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focal point of your thoughts, feelings and inclinations, where it looks for and
wishes to speak to Me. Everyone can establish such short contacts with Me if he
wants to, he can even turn his thoughts towards Me for a few minutes during
his earthly work, and I will pay attention to every thought and impart My Word
to him; and if a person mentally remains for a longer time in My kingdom, if he
takes the time to hold an inner conversation with Me and pays attention to the
thoughts flowing to him as a reply, he will develop the ability to hear My voice,
and it will soon sound to him like a gentle but clearly pronounced Word in his
heart. You all can develop this ability within yourselves; however, it requires
complete detachment from the world .... Nothing externally must affect the
human being if he clearly wants to hear the voice inside. For this reason it also
takes considerable strength of will to withdraw from the outer world and not to
allow any part of this world take effect upon oneself .... I must be desired and be
able to completely permeate his heart, otherwise I cannot be present to him and
he will not be able to hear Me either. No-one can serve two masters .... When
I speak everything else must be silent, and anyone who shall possess My love,
which manifests itself in the Word, must also grant Me his love and willingly
detach himself from all worldly matters, for My gift is precious and must also
be appropriately appreciated ....

Amen

BD 7258 received 17.01.1959

Prerequisite for hearing God’s voice: Detachment from the world ....

You must listen deeply within yourselves if you want to hear My voice. And
that requires you to completely withdraw from the material world and engross
yourselves in spiritual thoughts .... it requires you to completely empty your
heart of earthly thoughts so that it can then be filled by thought currents of a
purely spiritual nature. People will always find it difficult to completely detach
themselves from the world, but My voice can be heard more distinctly the less
the heart is burdened by mental impressions of worldly origin. Once the heart
is completely empty the flow of My spirit can pour into it unimpeded, and
then you will experience this as an uninterrupted voice talking to you, as a
flowing-over of My spirit into you, as My direct Word which you can hear as
clearly as a spoken word. The more you resist earthly thoughts, the more clearly
will you hear My voice. And this requires a constant battle with the external
world which, impelled by My adversary, wants to intrude time and again in
order to disturb the intimate conversation between Father and child. You can
prevent this by not yielding to it, by rejecting all thoughts pertaining to the
world .... by instantly addressing Me in thought and asking Me to prevent this
interference .... And your will shall be taken into account, because it is solely
directed towards Me.

Only those who are able to detach themselves from the world are therefore
entitled to hear My voice, for whom I have become a Concept Which can no
longer be replaced by the world .... who have recognised Me as their eternal
Father Who wants to turn you into his children and will not let go of you again
until He has accomplished His goal. Once this separation from the world has
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taken place, the world will no longer succeed in winning the human being back,
because My direct Word will have granted enlightenment to him and he will
not want to miss this light again. However, he will nevertheless constantly have
to struggle with the world, since he still lives in the midst of the world and it will
try to influence him in every way, because it is precisely this intimate dialogue
which My adversary wants to disturb as and wherever possible. This is why it
always requires a strong will to establish such an intimate bond with Me that
My voice can come through, drowning out the voice of the world. The human
being’s will can accomplish that, and then he will only ever sing My praises and
give thanks to the One Who speaks to him and thereby bestows an invaluable
gift upon him ....
For My Word is the visible or audible sign of My infinite love for you, My
living creations. It demonstrates that it is in your own hands to establish such
close contact with the highest and most perfect Being so that you will be able
to hear His voice .... and that you have the evidence of this communication
when you write His sacred Word down just as you receive it .... This supremely
perfect Being speaks to you .... Contemplate the meaning of these Words .... I
speak to you from above, you hear My voice, you comprehend what I tell you,
and thereby you can recognise your Father’s voice Who loves you and wants to
possess you forever .... I speak to you because I want you to come to Me of your
own free will, so that you will start your return to Me into your Father’s house,
which I want to achieve by addressing you. But in order to hear My Words your
will must be firm and strong, time and again it must look for the heartfelt bond
with Me, Who cannot be found on the surface of the world but far away from it
.... Consequently, all worldly thoughts must be suppressed and you must listen
into the stillness of your heart, and then you will truly hear My Word in all
clarity, because My love especially applies to all those who try to reach Me,
who desire to hear Me and to whom I therefore reveal Myself according to My
promise ‘that I will come to My Own in spirit and remain with them until the
end of the world ....’

Amen

The voice of the heart

BD 2104 received 09.10.1941

Innermost feeling guiding principle for way of life ....

The human being’s innermost feeling is the guiding principle for his way of life.
As long as a person asks questions he neither negates nor affirms anything, and
then his inner voice speaks to him to which he only needs to pay attention in
order to be on the right path. Being able to affirm is often very difficult as long
as faith is lacking, yet only the will makes the decision. If it is good, then the
human being will unhesitatingly accept what he is told by his innermost feeling,
for with his questioning he opened his heart to the influence of friends in the
beyond. But a person whose will is still subject to the adversary’s control keeps
his heart closed to these suggestions. Thus he opposes and rejects them, that
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is, he negates. Paying attention to the voice of his heart will only ever be done
be a person who is willing to do what is right. For he asks questions and waits
for an answer. An unwilling person lives without asking questions relating to
spiritual knowledge, because he negates everything of a spiritual nature, i.e., a
life beyond the earthly life. And someone who does not ask questions cannot
receive a reply. A person’s thinking mostly revolves around earthly things, and
he considers the time spent on spiritual research a waste of time. In that case,
however, he is still so materialistically inclined that he lacks the sentiment
for the gentle voice within himself. Therefore he will not pay attention to his
innermost feelings either. Thus is inner voice will predominantly sound where
the love for the world, the sense for all earthly things, for matter, begins to
diminish .... Only then will a person occupy himself with deeper thoughts with
the results that he will often question himself .... so that he then, in a manner
of speaking, will also give himself the answer which, however, was actually
mentally transmitted to him by spiritual friends .... For as soon as his will is
good and does not reject God he will receive the truth mentally and he can
confidently believe his inner voice .... hence his innermost sentiment .... and
subsequently do what he is impelled to do. Only the will must aspire towards
that which is good .... he must want to do what is right then he will invariably
also be shown the path which he should take ....

Amen

BD 4104 received 13.08.1947

God’s will - voice of the heart ....
Inner urging ....

I will place the feeling as to what you should and shouldn’t do into the heart
of those of you whom I love because you strive towards Me. And if you entrust
yourselves to Me in prayer, if you confide your worries or thoughts to Me, you
will feel it in your heart and whatever you then feel urged or desire to do, that
is what you should do and it will be right before My eyes. If you commend
yourselves to Me in prayer you will no longer be able to sin, for then I will no
longer let you become sinful. If you appeal to Me for My protection I will grant
it to you, and then you can confidently rely on the voice of your heart, that is,
you can do what your heart desires. I Am your Father, I want you to come to
Me with complete trust, and I truly want to provide for you like a loving father
does, I want to give to you what makes you happy, providing it does not cause
you damage. And since you yourselves are unable to judge what is beneficial
for you and detrimental to the soul, you should come to Me and totally hand
yourselves over to Me, tell Me your problems, be they of a spiritual or earthly
nature, and I shall answer you, that is, I shall place My will into your heart so
that you will want to do what is right and also be able to accomplish it. And thus
you can come to Me with all concerns, you will never be left without an answer,
for I will place it into your heart. You just have to pay attention to the voice in
your heart, you ought to know that every inner urging is always the influence
of forces which want to persuade you to accomplish something or to leave it.
Forces of darkness will want to tempt you into committing a sin, forces of light
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into actions which are pleasing to Me. Let the forces of light gain influence
over you, then you will never be able to sin. And hand yourselves over to these
forces whenever you seek to make contact with Me in prayer, whenever you
communicate with Me and always consult Me with all your problems. I love My
living creations and My only goal is their salvation of soul. And where there is
no danger of this I will grant them everything, even earthly pleasures, if they
do not detract from spiritual striving. Yet I always want to be your Mentor, you
should always leave the decision to Me and, after heartfelt prayer, ask your heart
and it will truly guide you correctly ....

Amen

BD 4498 received 28.11.1948

The ability to receive divine wisdom through the heart ....

Divine wisdoms have to be sought deep inside the heart, for mere human
intellect will neither be able to explain nor understand them if the heart is not
involved in it. For this reason divine wisdom can only be received by people
who live a profound inner life, who often withdraw into solitude, that is, who
stop thinking about the world, about earthly worries and earthly plans, who
enter into contemplation and try to fathom the kingdom which is beyond the
earthly world. Such people are rewarded by God by granting them insight
into the most concealed things, by allowing them to behold His sphere of
activity, by informing them of His plan of eternity and by giving them at the
same time the comprehension of understanding everything and of grasping
the correlations. He tries to reveal to them the greatest mysteries, although the
human being’s intellectual capacity is insufficient to receive a comprehensive
explanation as long as he does not have the degree of maturity that allows
him to be permeated by the light of wisdom. Yet with the person’s continuing
development his intellectual capacity will improve and it is therefore indeed
already possible to penetrate profound mysteries on Earth, and thus to take
possession of divine wisdom, however, it will only be comprehensible to those
who receive it, whereas another person will not know what to make of it because
he has no understanding of the correlations between all works of creation with
the eternal Creator.

Nevertheless, the more mature person should make an effort to also inform his
fellow human being, because the knowledge can encourage another person’s
spiritual striving and because light shall be brought into the darkness which is
spread across humanity, which lives in total ignorance of spiritual truth and no
longer recognises its purpose on Earth, just as it is unaware of the individual
person’s final goal, which should be eagerly aspired to during earthly life. The
question ‘Why do we humans exist?’ remains open to most people, they don’t
even make an effort to answer it or to look for a suitable answer. They often pose
this question but they never seriously desire an answer or listen to those who
answer them, for they only ever let their intellect speak but never their heart
.... that is, they don’t take any notice of their feelings which would be a clear
answer for them. They drown out the voice of the heart and completely turn
towards the world, hence they are incapable of receiving divine wisdom which
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necessitates a withdrawal from the world. And thus the world will remain dark
and without light, since only a few people can receive enlightenment through
the inner voice. But these few will be and remain happy, for they will take divine
wisdom over into the spiritual kingdom where it originated from, while the
others will enter the realm of the beyond in profound spiritual darkness because
they failed to look for the light on Earth ....

Amen

Inner prompting

BD 3308 received 27.10.1944

Inner prompting is God’s instruction ....
Subordination of will ....

God informs you of his instructions through your heart .... As soon as you feel
prompted to do something, as soon as you are driven to it from within, you will
always be instructed by the voice of God, providing you are making an effort
to live according to God’s will, that you thus strive towards Him and entrust
yourselves to His guidance. Then you will be directed by His will such that you
have the same will within yourselves because you had consciously submitted
yourselves to His will; only then may you comply with the prompting of your
heart and your actions will be right and God’s will. Yet you must seriously
scrutinise yourselves as to which power you give the right to guide you ....
Heartfelt prayer protects you from the opposing power; however, whatever you
do without having requested God’s blessing, whatever you do purely to improve
your body’s well-being, whatever those of you do who are completely apart from
God are not His instructions but His adversary’s, and they will damage the soul.
The person striving towards God need never be afraid of thinking and behaving
wrongly, because his attitude towards God also allows him to be accessed by
spiritual forces and entitles them to protectively walk by the person’s side, thus
thereby also to avert the influences of evil forces. Only the desire for God
guarantees divine protection for a person, and anyone being divinely guarded
cannot go astray, he can only do what benefits his soul. He is guided by God
Himself and every path taken by him is important and leads to the goal.
Although the person acts according to his own discretion in as much as his
will impels him to undertake this or that action it is nevertheless God’s will
which manifests itself through his will as long as the person gives in to the inner
prompting. If, however, he pays no attention to this urging then he resists it, he
becomes undecided since his will has not yet entirely submitted itself to God’s
will. And this is what he has to beware of, for it is always the result of praying less
often .... The more intimately he is in contact with God the more clearly he will
see his delineated path and the more willingly he will follow God’s instructions
God revealed to him through his heart. Only the distance from God deprives
him of the keen sense for the divine will, for in that case he has to rely on himself
and will be unsure as to what he should or should not do. And God’s adversary
makes use of such situations by tuning into a person’s thoughts, by trying to
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impel him to base his every action on his own advantage. And then the person
will have to fight, he will have to struggle in order to restore his connection with
God again which will gain him clarity of thought so that he will be able to resist
the temptations. Anyone looking for God will not go wrong; however, the path
of anyone excluding Him will lead him astray. This is why nothing should be
undertaken without a prayer for God’s blessing, then people’s thinking will be
guided correctly and every activity shall incorporate God’s will ....

Amen

BD 5766 received 10.09.1953

The urging of the spirit ....
Discontentment ....

You are certainly urged by My spirit to comply with My will, yet you are
not being forced into doing so because compulsion would damage your soul. If,
however, you completely and utterly sacrifice your will to Me, if you consciously
surrender your opposition to Me by only wanting to do My will, then you will
be unable to do anything else but to live according to the order which is
My fundamental principle of eternity .... Then you will no longer consciously
infringe against this order, you will always conduct yourselves as I ask of you,
you will no longer sin consciously. In that case you willingly comply with the
urging of the spirit, you allow yourselves to be guided by it and thus you will
be guided by Me, and that truly righteously. Yet you should and indeed can
do more than just avoid sin and abhor injustice; you will also be induced by
My spirit accordingly, but if you don’t give in to its urging then you will not
be content with yourselves even if you have not sinned, for although you don’t
infringe against the commandments of love for God and your neighbour .... you
nevertheless don’t eagerly comply with them and your soul will feel neglected
and depressed, for it senses that it is not making any progress in its development
....
Every discontentment with oneself is an expression of a depressed soul. You
humans should not always remain on the same level, you should make an effort,
you should do whatever it takes to advance your higher development, and you
should continually work at improving yourselves, and this is what the spirit
constantly stimulates you to do .... If you follow its encouragement you will also
sense an inner calm, for then you will have fulfilled My will and this feeling
makes you happy. I certainly take notice of your will to accept My will and assess
it correctly, yet you should also try to put into practise what you promise Me ....
Seek to give ever more love, to perform selfless works of love, try to base your
whole life on love, then you will live in harmony with My spirit within you, and
then you will only listen to My spirit and ignore whatever the other side says
to you. Let the spirit in you rule supreme, completely submit yourselves to My
will and always strive for perfection .... And your heart will be so filled by peace
that it will reveal Me and My presence in you, for then you will be aware of My
presence and can only live in absolute harmony with Me and My spirit ....

Amen
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The voice of conscience

BD 1565 received 13.08.1940

The voice of conscience ....

You have no better indication for that which is right than the voice of the
conscience, the voice of the heart, which truly advises you correctly. This voice
will often guide you to do what is pleasing to God. And if sometimes you don’t
really know what you should do, think or say then you may always call upon God
in all sincerity and He will inform you of it such that all doubt, all indecision will
fade away and you become unambiguous and conscious in your actions. Every
wrong thought triggers unease in you and every right thought will make you
feel glad, for all good spiritual beings around you endeavour to mentally inform
you as to what you should or should not do, and if you willingly accept these
suggestions they will also give you the emotion of inner contentment, whereas
the other way round they will awaken in you a feeling of uneasiness in order to
make you become aware of the inner voice. The prompting of spiritual friends
into doing a good deed is often the reason that this deed will then also be carried
out, for a person on his own is often too weak-willed if he is not stimulated to
do good. And if he only listens to the inner voice he will be correctly guided.
The realisation of that which is right will likewise awaken him if he wants to act
correctly. For his God-inclined will persistently rejects what is wrong, after all,
this will attracts the good and knowledgeable forces which will then instruct
him truthfully. Although adverse forces try just as hard to exert their influence
they will only succeed if a person is weak-willed or indifferent and thus complies
with every spiritual influence, completely oblivious as to whether he is being
instructed by good or evil forces. This is where wicked forces have an easy
game, although afterwards the voice of conscience will sound reproachfully and
disturb his inner contentment. If attention is paid to this then the opportunity
still exists that the good spiritual forces will still be able to be more persuasively
effective, but often such silent reproaches deep within the heart only achieve
that a person will try to drown them out, that he will no longer take notice of
them and thus deaden his conscience and no longer hear the subtle voice inside
of him. And this is extremely unfavourable for the soul. For then a person will
find it very hard to do kind-hearted actions, since he has insufficient strength to
do so, but, since he is not stimulated by the voice of conscience to resist, he will
not take refuge in God either, Who alone can make him strong-willed and send
him spiritual strength to help him. If, however, a person cultivates the voice of
conscience within himself, if he complies with everything this voice instructs
him to do or not to do, and if he finally, after every question posed to the eternal
deity, listens to this voice, he is not likely to take any other path than the one
which leads to realisation ....

Amen
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BD 6262 received 20.05.1955

Voice of conscience ....
Feeling ....
Right path ....

The path intended for you to follow on earth will be repeatedly shown to you,
even if you don’t receive any direct instructions from Me, for I also speak to you
in a way which you describe as ‘feeling‘, so that you can use your common sense,
because you will encounter either painful or pleasing situations which will
not leave you unimpressed .... Through your feeling you are able to recognise
what is desirable for a human being, what makes him unhappy and what has a
damaging effect on his body .... and be subsequently influenced by your will to
withhold what is painful from your fellow human being or to give to him what
makes him happy .... Feeling and intellect by themselves can show you the right
path if you lack truthful instructions or if religious instructions don’t appeal
to you because their origin appears to be doubtful. His own experience can
determine a human being’s will, thoughts and actions, and every human being
certainly knows what is fair and just, because everyone lays claim to be happy
himself and because every human being can ‘feel’ physical and psychological
pain. The love he has for himself will always prompt him to gain possession of
that which makes him feel free and glad .... and a righteous way of thinking
will also allow other people the same .... thus the knowledge of the right path
is placed into every person; but how he uses the knowledge he gained through
his own feeling and intellectual reasoning depends on his will, which is and will
remain free for the sake of his own perfection.

And therefore it will also always be possible to differentiate between good and
evil, and more precisely, their effect on the human being himself. This is why
one can speak of the ‘voice of conscience’, which will always express itself in
‘feeling’ but which can also be stifled in the human if his selfish love is so
strongly developed that the human being lays claim to all that is pleasant for
himself and is unkind to his fellow human being .... In that case his sensitivity
becomes increasingly weaker and then people will often claim that not every
person knows what is good or evil .... And again, the only answer to this can
be: He does not want to know it. For as long as he knows what is desirable
or undesirable for himself he also knows the difference between good and evil
.... even without any external instruction, but which would always confirm that
his inner feeling corresponds to My teaching, through which I show people the
right path they should take on earth .... to My teaching of love, which only ever
requires a person to practise love. However, where animalistic instincts from
the previous time of development are excessively present in a person only the
feeling of strength towards the weak prevails .... for the forces of darkness take
hold of such a person and impel him to act according to their will ....But such
a ‘possessed’ person cannot be used as evidence that the path to Me cannot be
found and taken without instructions from Me .... For My love cares for all My
living creations but allows them to keep their free will ....

Amen
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BD 6585 received 01.07.1956

Voice of conscience ....

Everyone shelters a silent admonisher inside himself which imperceptibly urges
or warns him but manifests itself so gently that it can easily be ignored if the
human being pays no attention to it. This inner admonisher is a grace of God
too, it is a means of help used by God’s love, a gift which is given to every
person but which has to be paid attention to in order to be of use. As long as
the human being wants to live a right and just life he will always pay heed to
his inner voice, he will feel impeded if he is on the verge of doing wrong, and
he will sense a gentle inner urge where it is necessary to do good deeds, for the
inner admonisher is able to express itself in people who are of good will. Yet
the ‘voice of conscience’ can also very easily be suppressed or drowned out by
temptations which are louder and therefore more likely to be heard but which
will never benefit the soul. In that case the human being becomes insensitive;
he becomes indifferent to whether his actions are good or bad .... He abides by
all suggestions promising worldly benefits and takes no more notice of the voice
of conscience if it wants to manifest itself. However, this insensibility for the
advice of conscience is his own fault, for the silent admonisher exists in every
human heart but it can be displaced or consciously blocked from expressing
itself, and that happens if a person acts contrary to the inner admonition or
warning and thereby silences this gentle voice .... For God does not use coercion
of will, and it would be a coercion of will if the inner voice ever more loudly
came to the fore and thereby inhibited the person’s will and actions. Every gift
of grace from God must voluntarily be used if they are not to be ineffective
.... However, the greatest success can be achieved if the human being allows
himself to be completely guided from within .... If, before his every action, he
first spends serious thought on it, if he, by always wanting to do what is right,
appeals to God for His guidance and subsequently allows himself to be guided
by Him ....
Then the voice will speak ever more clearly and understandably to him, then
the voice of the world will no longer be able to drown it out .... Then the
human being will consciously submit himself to the guidance of the spirit, for
he will recognise its working in him and know that it is the voice of God which
now guides and directs him, which educates him and stands by his side with
advice .... Thus the human being’s inner admonisher, the voice of conscience,
can be motivated by the person himself to speak louder if he is always willing
to listen and to comply with its suggestions, but this only happens to people
who live a life of love .... Then no further obstacles to express itself exist for the
spiritual spark anymore, then it can emerge and openly influence the person,
it no longer signifies a coercion of will, since the will readily submits itself to
the divine-spiritual guidance of its own accord .... And when this happens the
human being will be leading an inner life, he will constantly communicate with
his inner guide and know that it is God’s voice which speaks to him, which warns
and admonishes him and guides him wherever he goes .... Subsequently, his way
of life will also comply with God’s will, because the spirit within himself only
ever influences him according to God’s will. No person need ever go through
earthly life without the voice of conscience which admonishes and warns him,
for it will address all people as long as they can still be guided, as long as they are
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still undecided as to whether to act good or evil .... Yet as soon as the will is more
inclined towards evil the voice grows ever more silent and can finally completely
fade away unless a sudden change occurs. But for as long as the human being is
alive God will keep trying to inwardly speak to him and to touch his conscience
.... Nevertheless, He will never exert any force whatsoever on his will, He will
always allow him to keep his freedom ....

Amen

Mental connection with God

BD 6109 received 15.11.1954

Questioning thoughts are the first step towards ascent ....

You humans take a significant step forward if you raise your thoughts up to Me
.... to the infinite Spirit Who rules the universe .... if you turn with questioning
thoughts to the Being in the belief that It created you .... For this step already
takes you into the spiritual realm, you enter a sphere which cannot be made
accessible to you by people but which has to be made known to you by Me
Myself .... although I also avail Myself of people again if you yourselves are
not yet appropriately shaped so as to be able to hear Me and My answer ....
Nevertheless you will have established the mental bond with Me first, and
blessed are you if you don’t disconnect this connection with Me again .... if you
time and again detach yourselves from the world and try to find Me .... Blessed
are you if you mentally ask questions so that I will be able to mentally reply to
you .... For this is the beginning of your assured spiritual enlightenment and
therefore also an ever firmer bond with Me .... Just for once think about whether
and what exists outside of earthly-visible things .... and you will have already
taken that significant step, for it is decisive for your development .... it is the step
to higher spheres which has to be taken by every person who wants to become
perfect. But in order to do this a person must be able to detach himself from the
world, he must not wholeheartedly succumb to it, he must have recognised the
worthlessness of earthly matter, for this matter blocks his path of ascent. But
once a person has allowed his thoughts to wander into spiritual heights earthly
matter will soon no longer be desirable to him ....
However, the desire to find out more about an as yet unknown sphere has to
arise in him by itself, and this wish will certainly be granted. Hence the destined
progression of every person’s earthly life provides him with the reason and
would be able to make him think .... he will be directed to spiritual spheres
through books or conversations, and he will time and again be gently addressed
by Me Myself in the form of thoughts arising in him with a spiritual goal ....
And then his will must guide him and blessed is he if it takes the right direction
.... Questions arising in him concerning Me are often better than a belief in Me
which is not yet alive, for I Am able to educate someone who mentally asks
questions and reveal Myself to him such that he can gain convinced faith ....
whereas a conventional believer will not ask questions and can therefore not be
instructed such that his faith will awaken to life. Everything will truly be done
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on My part to stimulate a person into thinking, yet I will not infringe upon free
will .... However, anyone who willingly makes mental contact with Me or the
spiritual kingdom which is as yet inaccessible to him will not be excluded by Me
.... My love will reveal itself to him and he will learn to see brightly and clearly,
his spirit will become enlightened and he will belong to Me forever ....

Amen

BD 6116 received 22.11.1954

God’s reply to thoughts ....
Presence ....

You can always be convinced of My presence if your thoughts revolve around
Me, if you send an appealing call to Me, if you mentally entrust your problems
to Me .... In that case you can consider yourselves addressed by Me and need
only pay attention to the thoughts coming to you if you quietly listen within ....
For I will answer you .... even if you believe this answer to be your own thoughts
.... It is My will and My goal that all people shall establish contact with Me
in thought .... yet only a few put it into practise .... Consequently it should be
self-evident that I will delight these few with My presence because they turn
to Me in their thoughts. For every such thought affects Me like a childlike call
which I will not fail to hear, after all, I Am waiting for it .... And the nature of the
call determines My reply .... as long as you are not yet so intimately connected
to Me due to your loving activity that I will be able to impart knowledge to
you independently from your thinking .... which, however, requires your belief
that I speak to you through the spirit .... In that case, however, you will also
be completely convinced of My presence which will give obvious evidence of
itself.

Yet the fact that your thinking of Me will likewise affect My presence and that I
will then also speak to you is unknown to you humans .... and neither do you
know how easily you can draw Me to yourselves and enter into an ever more
intimate relationship with Me if you accomplish unselfish neighbourly love,
since thereby you draw Me, the Eternal Love, close to you. Then you will be able
to strengthen your bond with Me and finally attain a degree of love which is
the prerequisite for an obvious working of the spirit within and for you .... You
just have to believe that you yourselves are the cause of your God and Father ‘s
presence due to your thinking of Him .... If you look at your daily life from this
point of view you will soon consider every hour wasted you have not thought of
Me; for if you know that I can and want to be present to you, you will only be
happy when you are in silent mental contact with Me .... And you will comply
with My gentle urging to perform loving actions and also become aware of the
light and strength which will arise in you from such contacts with Me ....

Amen
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BD 7470 received 03.12.1959

Taking stock of oneself and contact with the spiritual realm ....

You should quite often abandon yourselves to thoughts of eternity, you should
leave the earth and everything relating to it behind you at times and mentally
occupy yourselves with the fact that everything is transient after all and question
what you should do in order to gain everlasting possessions which will last for
eternity. Furthermore, you should consider your relationship with God, whether
it is the relationship of a child with the Father or whether God is still far away
and out of reach for you, to Whom you only rarely turn to with the right kind
of prayer. You should take a seriously critical look at yourselves as to how you
conduct your life .... whether it complies with God’s will which is, after all,
known to you: whether you live a life of love, true to His commandments ....
An introspection like that will always be a blessing, even if you can only spend
a short time on it but every spiritually directed thought will be taken hold of
by the beings of light and answered accordingly and you will always derive
spiritual benefit from it. But you should not only consider the world and its
demands. For its commodities are transient and will only serve your sense of
well-being for a short time but they will not bring you spiritual achievement.
However, the time is approaching its end and you all still have to do much
work to improve your souls, that is, you have to discard your own faults and
weaknesses, for which a continuous battle needs to be waged and the strength
it requires should constantly be requested from God. Therefore, you should
pray ceaselessly, i.e., always direct your thoughts heavenwards and present all
your worries and concerns to the Father and appeal for His blessing. Whatever
you do, be they spiritual or earthly tasks, shall be done with God’s blessing,
and they will always benefit your soul, for God only requests your bond with
Him in order to convey His strength to you which you require for the work of
improving yourselves. And a constant bond with Him requires you to frequently
dwell with your thoughts in the spiritual kingdom and a conscious turning away
from the world. Every minute you withdraw into silence, every thought you
send upwards, is one step higher to the goal, which you will then also surely
reach. You should not just live an entirely unspiritual life, for then your earthly
life will be a waste of time and will not result in spiritual achievements ....
However, your bond with Him will detach you ever more from the world and
tie you to the spiritual kingdom, into which you will withdraw even more
frequently the more insistently the world approaches you, which soon will no
longer attract you, because once a soul has entrusted and joined God He will
hold on to it. But it always involves an inner battle, for the world keeps the
person captive with its enticements and attractions and it requires a serious will
to resist these temptations and to be content with spiritual possessions, the true
value of which cannot be judged by a person for as long as he lives on earth.
But one day he will be happy about the treasures he acquired on earth, one day
he will know that they alone are of value and that only the soul with spiritual
treasures at its disposal can consider itself happy, for it will be able to work with
them in the spiritual realm after everything of an earthly nature has fallen away
from it and it has to relinquish all transient possessions of the world. Then it
will be wealthy and blissfully happy, a worldly person, in contrast, will stand
deprived and lonely at the gate to eternity, for the possessions he acquired on
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earth do not follow him into eternity and he will have no spiritual possessions to
show .... For this reason you should think often of death and your spiritual state,
and try to gain spiritual possessions on earth, which one day will constitute the
degree of light and bliss when your soul leaves the body and enters the kingdom
of the beyond ....

Amen

BD 4325 received 06.06.1948

Significance of the spirit’s voice ....
Close to the goal ....

You are hearing the voice of the spirit .... do you know what that means? It
means that you are removed from the weight of earthly matters if you accept
My Word, be it directly or through mediators, that you are in contact with the
spiritual world which is beyond all matter. Do you know that you are already
close to the goal, that you have almost overcome matter if My Word penetrates
your heart and does not merely bypass your ear? Do you know that My Word
is a ray from the kingdom of light which you may be permitted to enter after
the death of your body, that you are therefore being honoured to be in the
spiritual kingdom while your body is still earthbound? Do you know that you,
if you receive My Word, are in connection with Me, your God and Father of
eternity, your Creator and Preserver? That the connection is the final goal of
every human being and that you therefore have reached the final goal already if
you not merely intellectually accept My Word but allow it to affect your heart.
And you may already consider yourselves incredibly fortunate on Earth, for you
accept My emanation of love noticeably and demonstrably, for I give Myself to
you, I give you My flesh and My blood, as I have promised .... I take supper
with you because you allowed Me to enter when I knocked at the door of your
heart. And thus you are My exceedingly beloved and precious guests to whom
I will only serve that which brings you joy, I will endow you with spiritual
possessions, with everlasting treasures which you may take into eternity with
you; I want to provide you with everything you desire, yet you will only request
that which will be spiritually beneficial to you and make you happy. And all
My angels and beings of light will be at your disposal, they will enlighten you if
you desire such and your knowledge will increase, your fear will dwindle, you
will be conscious of being in most intimate union with Me when you accept My
Word, for My Word demonstrates My love for you ....

My Word is the greatest gift of grace, for I Myself dwell amongst you in My
Word; hence you do not just accept it as an expression of Myself but you accept
Me Myself in your hearts when I speak to you. Then I will have taken abode
within you, as I have promised. Would you then still be lonely and forsaken?
Can anyone on earth replace My closeness? And would you then still want to be
fearful and sad, timid and of little faith? Just take care that every Word of Mine
takes root in you, that it comes alive, that you don’t just read or hear it but that
you let it penetrate your heart; live your life such that I can work within you,
that you will also soon hear the audible Word which will suppress all doubt,
all anxiety and make you blissfully happy. Then you will be willing to sacrifice
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everything, then your faith will be firm and steadfast too, then anything can
confront you and you will not waver, for you will feel Me, you will know that you
are protected in My proximity and are full of love for Me. My Word is a gift of
grace for which you cannot be thankful enough, and you ought to demonstrate
your gratitude by passing it on in the world, you should tirelessly work to spread
it, you should inform your fellow human beings of My activity of love in you
and through you in all people. Speak wherever the opportunity presents itself,
for people need comfort and help in their spiritual distress, they need you,
who receive My Word either directly or through mediators, as knowledgeable,
experienced and on the path; don’t be half-hearted and complacent in your
work for Me; live up to My Word by being lovingly active and by providing
earthly help wherever it is needed. Work in cooperation with Me and, in so
doing, thank Me for My love for you, which manifests itself in My Word ....

Amen

BD 6570 received 12.06.1956

‘My sheep recognise My voice ....’

The Words you receive from Me are spirit and life .... Therefore they must
also speak to every person’s spirit and give it life. He will feel the strength of
My Word providing he opens his heart and allows Me to enter, providing he
gratefully accepts the gift he is offered by Me Myself. And anyone who loves Me
and who also offers love to his neighbour will always feel touched by My Word,
because due to his love he will already have a connection with Me and will also
recognise My voice as the voice of the Father Who wants to make His child
happy. ‘My sheep recognise My voice ....’ And My voice will only ever be heard
if I Myself Am able to speak to people .... You cannot describe the empty word as
the ‘voice of the Father’ which can certainly be used by those people who do not
allow Me to be present with them as yet, who are still spiritually unenlightened,
who indeed claim to preach in My name but of whom I cannot as yet avail
Myself in order to speak through them to all who listen to them. The recognition
of My voice requires such a conscious connection with Me that I Myself will be
able to speak .... And this bond must be established both by the preacher as well
as by the listener of the Word .... Then the good shepherd Himself will coax His
sheep and they will willingly follow .... My sheep recognise My voice .... Does
this not presuppose that I speak to people time and again? I emphasise the fact
that My sheep recognise My voice .... Hence I make a distinction with those
who hear Me, for not all people can count themselves as My Own and therefore
not all will recognise Me in the Word .... But I will always speak to My Own
Myself so that My promise will come true: that they will hear and consequently
also recognise My voice as evidence of the presence of the One to Whom they
have surrendered. Hence with these Words I also referred to the fact that I will
always and forever speak to you humans, that I did no mean the written Word
alone which can also be devoid of spirit and life if I don’t bring it to life Myself,
if My spirit does not give it life.

However, I also knew that My Word would only be recognised as My direct
communication if a life of love had resulted in the awakening of the spirit within
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the human being, and therefore I spoke about ‘My Own’, for love is the bond
which unites Me with them and enables My direct working within them and for
them. The Word can certainly be heard by everyone, but My voice requires My
presence .... Thus I also assured you of My presence, and I provide the evidence
of it by My voice .... And My Own will recognise it as the ‘Father’s voice’. But it
is only a small flock which hears their shepherd’s coaxing call and follows Him,
there are only a few who listen to His voice, because people increasingly allow
themselves more often to be deceived by fine words which resound loudly but
lack all spirit and life. And those do not count to My Own, they do not share My
spirit, they are without love and therefore they don’t strive towards Me either.
And if I speak to them they turn away from Me and go to places where My
cleverly camouflaged adversary speaks, and they are satisfied with the empty
shell from which they cannot derive any strength. But My Word is strength
which will give life to all those who allow themselves to be addressed by Me
Myself, who yearn for My voice and who, as My children, shall also experience
the Father’s love ....

Amen

BD 8514 received 30.05.1963

Where God’s Word is recognised, that is where He is present ....

My presence is evident wherever My spirit is able to work, for My expressions
through the spirit testify to Me, and only someone closely united with Me can
hear this expression of the spirit. For it is the same as if a father speaks to his
child, it can hear him because they are together .... So now, you humans will ask
yourselves whether I address you too, although it does not happen directly ....
when My messengers bring you My Word .... Yet even then will you hear the
Father’s voice, providing you wish to hear it .... For I will be present to those as
well, even if they merely read My Word, since it can only affect their heart if it
voluntarily opens itself and thus allows Me to enter, in which case the person
feels addressed by Me, the Word comes alive in him, it is no longer the dead
Word only heard by the ear but his heart accepts it and is happy to hear Me
speak. And thus he is permeated by My spirit, for his spiritual spark has already
been awakened to life or he would truly not recognise the Father’s voice. Hence,
all those people may hear Me who make contact with Me in thought even if
they cannot hear My Word directly. But I also know to whom I can convey
My Word, who desires to hear Me and who allows Me to speak to his heart ....
For this reason I said to you ‘I shall pour out My spirit over all flesh ....’ For
everyone’s spirit is enlightened who recognises Me Myself in My Word. Thus
My spirit is able to speak to the spiritual spark within him, just as his thoughts
will be right and truthful, because he is inwardly in contact with Me .... Yet all
this presupposes love .... Without love every human being’s heart stays closed to
My speech, without love all knowledge remains dead for him, without love the
human being cannot recognise the Father’s voice, he only hears empty Words
which mean nothing to him, and he will reject anyone who imparts such Words
to him .... Only love is the key to the door of the heart through which I can
enter, consequently I have to be present to the person who recognises Me and
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My Word and allows himself to be impressed by it. And I know people’s hearts,
I know where love has been kindled and where My presence is possible, because
where love exists I Myself Am present ....

Thus, a lovingly active person already has the most certain guarantee for My
presence, because I Am Love Itself and therefore have to be where love is being
practised .... And where I Am present I will express Myself .... This certainty
should make all those of you happy who recognise Me in My Word, for you
know that I Am present in you and that you therefore have already established
the bond with Me, which is the meaning and purpose of earthly life, and that
you have also passed the test of earthly life, otherwise you would be unable to
recognise My Word as the Father’s voice. And thus you know that My vineyard
labourers’ task of spreading My Word is extremely significant, for then I can
be present in every person who accepts My Word from your hands and who
recognises that the Word of his eternal God and Father is addressed to him. I
speak to all of you, I speak to every single one of you, always according to your
degree of maturity and love, and I guide you into truth, for only truth will be
able to fill you with joy yet you can only receive it from Me, the Eternal Truth.
This is why all those of you who come into possession of the truth from Me
through My servants on earth, if you are unable to receive it directly from Me,
may consider yourselves fortunate .... But you can always consider yourselves
addressed by Me Myself, for I touch your heart, and the most certain sign that
I Am present to you is the fact that you open the door of your heart to Me, i.e.,
that you long for My presence. And believe that with every Word you receive
from My mouth strength will flow to you .... Your soul will spiritually benefit
for My Word is not ineffective, it has to lead to spiritual progress because the
strength of My love pours into your hearts and can never remain ineffective.
Hence your willingness to hear Me, to receive My Word, is already a reliable
guarantee that your soul has found the path back to Me, that it is maturing,
because it longs for Me and My presence and thereby enables Me to provide it
with everything it is lacking: that it will regain light and strength and freedom,
which it once voluntarily forfeited .... I want to fill you with My spirit, as I have
promised, and you will receive My Word which will guide you into all truth
....

Amen

BD 3597 received 08.11.1945

Appeal for inner enlightenment ....

Every human being can appeal for the grace of inner enlightenment and he will
receive from God what he desires. Correct thinking and the right kind of conduct
will result if God enlightens the person’s spirit, and thus anyone who prays for
the grace of inner enlightenment will lead a way of life corresponding to God’s
will, for if God’s spirit determines the person’s thoughts and actions he will only
accomplish what is good and need not fear to do wrong. Yet he will have to
pay attention to the inner voice, he must hand himself over to the working of
the spirit, that is, he must open his heart in order to let the thoughts conveyed
to him from the benevolent spiritual side influence him. The human being’s
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will determines the spiritual beings’ influence on him. If he desires to become
enlightened by God then God will assign beings to his side which will guide his
thinking correctly, providing he does not oppose them. Opposition, however,
would be an unbending will which cannot be guided, which, prior to the appeal
for inner enlightenment, has had goals in mind and is afterwards unwilling to
let go of them in order to entrust himself to God’s guidance without resistance.
Anyone appealing to God for spiritual enlightenment must be willing to meekly
hand himself over to His guidance, he must only ever listen to within himself
and give in to the prompting of his heart which will urge him to do or not to do
this or that. He must let himself be guided by his feeling, for this is God’s voice
as soon as the person seriously strives to do what is right. The more he lets his
own will become active the less audible will be the spirit’s voice, God requires a
relinquishing of will, a subordination to divine will in order to be able to work
in the person through His spirit.
God’s spirit will speak audibly and clearly in all who unconditionally hand
themselves over to God .... He will lead them through all dangers, He will guide
their thinking right, and what they should then do or not do will be correspond to
divine will. Admittedly, this does not comply with human requirements which
only consider it sensible to pursue a designated goal, which are thus intended to
activate a person’s own will and regard a relinquishing of will as a shortcoming.
As long as the human being deems himself strong enough and believes able
to master everything solely through his determination he will undoubtedly be
able to achieve earthly success but never progress spiritually, for his thinking
and activity will not always comply with God’s will because he fails to appeal
for God’s spirit .... for inner enlightenment. For God’s adversary interferes quite
often with his thinking and activity; the person listens to suggestions made by
the beings which are subject to the opposing power and his way of life will be
accordingly. Therefore pray for the grace of inner enlightenment, pray for the
working of the divine spirit within you, and then let yourselves by guided by
the thought flowing into you .... comply with the urging of your heart and you
won’t have to be afraid to think or act wrongly, for God will answer your prayer
and He Himself will work through His spirit in people who entrust themselves
to Him .... as He has promised ....

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
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of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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